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These bids represent the highest I will pay for each lot. By signing this bid sheet, I understand that this is a legal contract and will abide by 
the terms of sale. Please note: All bids received that do not comply with posted increments will be reduced to the next increment.
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American Express, Discover, PayPal or Cash in Person.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY

1. BIDDING - Bid by lot number as printed in catalog or online. All bids are handled competitively, and all lots are sold at one 
bid increment over the next highest bid. If submitting by mail, fax, or phone, your full bid will not be used unless competition
makes it necessary. The placing of a bid will constitute acceptance of the conditions of sale.  The auctioneer shall regulate the
bidding and in the event of a dispute, the auctioneer's decision will be final.  The auctioneer shall not be liable for errors and 
omissions in executing instructions to bid.  The auctioneer shall not be liable for floor bids that are unintentionally missed or 
obscure.  In the event of a tie bid, the earliest non-internet bid will be chosen as the winner of the lot.  This is due to 
programming restrictions using online software.

2. CREDIT - Successful bidders, unless prior arrangements have been made with Sterling Kingbrook Auctions, are 
expected to make payment in full before the lots are shipped/delivered.  Payment may be made by check, money order 
(US banks only), Visa, Master Card, PayPal or cash.  Do not send cash through the mail. All lots must be paid for within 
seven (7) days of receipt.  All lots remain the property of Sterling Kingbrook Auctions until paid for in full and must not be 
sold to pay for your invoice without our permission. All lots must be returned intact to Sterling Kingbrook Auctions upon 
request if your account becomes delinquent. Interest on delinquent accounts will be assessed after thirty (30) days from 
invoice date. A 3% late charge per month will be added to all accounts that exceed thirty (30) days past due. Any checks 
returned for insufficient funds will necessitate charging the buyer a fee of no less than $30.

3. BUYER'S PREMIUM - A buyer's premium of 15% will be added to the hammer price for all lots purchased over the 
internet or on the floor on auction day. 

4.  POSTAGE AND INSURANCE - Handling, insurance and posting charges will be added to invoices for material that is 
shipped with a minimum charge of $5. Michigan residents will have a sales tax of 6% added to their invoice as well unless  
exempt status with documentation has been provided prior to sale. Shipping weights for larger, bulkier lots are added to the 
lot description for reference.

5. RETURNS - Any lot which is incorrectly described may be returned within ten (10) days of receipt and must be returned in 
the same condition as was originally sent. The exception is for lots containing more than ten (10) stamps, lots described as 
large lots or “AS IS” lots - these are not returnable for any reason. We must receive notification in writing within fourteen 
(14) days of the date of the sale if you are planning to have a stamp expertized. Only lots containing single catalog numbers 
are eligible for expertizing. Acceptable authorities for expertizing purposes are the Philatelic Foundation, American Philatelic
Society, and the Professional Stamp Experts, Inc. Others may be used but we must be notified of who they are before an item 
is sent. This is especially true of overseas expert opinions. We will not be responsible for any charges incurred by the buyer 
unless the opinion states that the items do not match the description given in our catalog, in which case we will pay the actual
cost of the opinion or up to $50. We will not accept returns for any reason after six (6) months has passed from the sale date. 
Any lot which has a certificate issued within the last five (5) years is sold in accordance with the certificate. It is not 
returnable for any reason, including an opinion obtained in a new certificate after the sale. 

6. SHIPPING OF LOTS - Shipping costs will be included on your invoice and we will be shipping the items directly to you. 
Every attempt will be made to arrange for shipping with some form of tracking at the least amount of expense to you as 
possible. Any bidder wishing to pick up their winning lots should inform Sterling Kingbrook Auctions in advance of the 
auction.  International shipments are sent registered mail or Global Priority Mail (USPS). Other shipping methods must be 
discussed with Sterling Kingbrook Auctions before placing a bid.

7.        BIDDING INCREMENTS
Bids Increase
up to $50.00 $2.00
$50.00 to $100.00 $5.00
$100.00 to $300.00 $10.00
$300.00 to $500.00 $25.00
$500.00 to $1500.00 $50.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00 $100.00
Over $3000.00 $250.00
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Lot # Scott # Min Bid

OTHER COLLECTIBLES

1 $1 Silver Certificate, Yellow Seal, 1935A, VF20 (Est $40-60) 30

2 $5 Silver Certificate, Yellow Seal, 1934A, VF30 (Est $70-90) 34

3 $10 Silver Certificate, Yellow Seal, 1934A, VF30 (Est $60-80) 32

4 $1 Silver Certificate, Hawaii, 1935A, F15 (Est $30-40) 20

5 $5 Bill, Hawaii, 1934A, VF30 (Est $60-80) 30

6 $10 Bill, Hawaii, 1934A, VF30 (Est $60-80) 36

7 1893 Columbian Exposition Ticket Accumulation  - (5) beautiful American Banknote 

Company engraved tickets along with (3) specialty day tickets. Specialty tickets include 

"Children's", "Day of Sale Only" and "Manhattan Day". (2) different "Chicago Day" 

facsimile tickets, with stubs, are also included. VF lot. (Est $180-220)

90

Vintage USPS Postage Stamp Machines

8 1940's Uncle Sam Victory Pull Knob Type Plated "Automatic Dispenser Company", and 

measures about 21" tall. Mechanism and guts all there, right pull knob at bottom a bit 

stiff, other pull knob operates fine, no key to lock at bottom. Good condition, porcelain 

faults, examine. (Est $75-100)

50

9 Selectra Model S70-2M - "Mailbox" style with keys (2). Mechanism on right side only, 

likely as used. Stands over 22" tall. Couple scratches. A great addition to your stamp 

room! (Est $150-200)

95

10 1930's Shipman Mfg Co., Los Angeles.  Fantastic working condition, porcelain face with 

just very minor issues. A little corrosion around the stainless stell coin slots. This nickel-

dime machine dates back to the Prexie era. Beautiful vintage piece for your stamp room 

at home or at the office. (Est $175-250)

100

11 Shipman Mfg Model GX5 - Very good condition. Mechanism seems to be working 

smoothly, but no key. Scratches on the outer perimeter of box, but porcelain on face of 

machine is virtually scratch free. Very nice! (Est $125-175) 

75

OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY

12 2 Dealer Sales Cases - for 6x9 binders, 2rows high, carrying handle, black, lockable, 2 

clasps, 2 hinges, steel reinforced corners, good condition. OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! (Est 

$50-100)

20

13 Dealer Sales Case - for Small 5x7 binders, 1 Row, carrying handle, black, reinforced 

corners, some wear and tear but still very usable. Will likely fit (30) 1" binders. OFFICE 

PICK UP ONLY! (Est $50-80)

20

14 Consignment Remainder - Binders, Cover Albums, UN, Postal Stationary .... 4 smaller 

lots fill a large box as follows: (1) 16 dealer binders in like new condition (for 5-1/2 x 8-

1/2 pages), (2) 6 White Ace cover albums in like new condition, (3) United Nations 

dealer stock balance comprising of singles, inscription blocks, FDCs from all 3 entities, 

and (4) large shoebox filled with USA postal stationary (all labeled, over 420 pieces, 

mint and used, with mint face over $70). OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! (Est $100-150)

20

15 Consignment Remainder in 8 Large Boxes - anything and everything from stamps 

(1000's), albums, stockbooks, collections, accumulations, and other stuff all filling 9 

large boxes. Must inspect! OFFICE PICKUP ONLY!

50

1 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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Lot # Scott # Min Bid

OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY (cont'd)

16 Several Different Cover Collections in a Large Box - contains mostly Postal 

Commemorative Society collections include (1) Fleetwood FDC collection of the State 

flags with binder and slipcase, (2) Epic Events in American History   (50 covers in nice 

padded album), (3) Philatelic History of the US (50 covers), (4) Norman Rockwell Classics 

and American Stamps (50 covers), and (5) The Signers of the Constitution (Fleetwood, 

about 40 covers). All in bookshelf ready condition. OFFICE PICKUP ONLY! (Est $50-100)

20

17 Super Large Tub Filled with Sorted Used (mostly) USA in 8 smaller plastic containers, 7 

of which hold USA used stamps from the 1940's to the 1990's, All are sorted by Scott 

number. Likely 1000's of stamps here awaiting a packet maker. There is another plastic 

container of used foreign sorted by country. Likely varying condition. OFFICE PICK UP 

ONLY! (Est $75-100)

40

18 Worldwide On Paper Mix - Huge 60 lb box of unsorted, unpicked USA and foreign on 

paper mixture in a large 23"x18"x15" box. Happy soaking! Proceeds from the sale of 

this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  OFFICE PICKUP ONLY! 

50

19 Israel Massive Acccumulation -  Anything and everything fills 3 bankers boxes. Mint, 

used, covers, blocks, souvenir sheets, multiples, and more. Lots to go through and come 

up with the right bid! OFFICE PICKUP ONLY! (Est $100-200)

26

20 United Nations Conglomeration - 3 large tubs filled with mostly mint stamps, sheets, 

year sets, inscription blocks, and more. Most everything seems to be identified. Maybe 

a few faults lurk, but mostly F-VF and lots of it. Take a look! OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! (Est 

$150-250)

50

21 United Nations First Day Covers (1000's) - 3 bankers boxes holding a total of 9 cover 

boxes with first day covers, addressed and unaddressed. New York, Geneva and Vienna 

represented. Clean covers awaiting a $1 table (or quarter table). OFFICE PICK UP ONLY! 

(Est $150-250) 

24

UNITED STATES STAMPS AND COLLECTIONS

USA Stamps

22 o 1 Used, red cancel, 3 margins, just touching at top (SCV $375) P 110

23 o 1 Used, red cancel 3+ margins, bust clear upper left, touching design lower right, vertical 

crease. Brown shade. (SCV $375)

P 90

24 o 1 Used, red cancel 3 large margins, tiny faults, pencil mark on back, heavier cancel. (SCV 

$375)

P 65

25 o 1 Used, red cancel, 3 margins, tiny faults, hinge remnant on back, close cut at bottom, 

into design at top. Presentable stamp. (SCV $375)

P 60

26 o 2 Used, 4 margins, light pen cancel, pressed out horizontal crease, otherwise a very nice 

stamp. (SCV $500)

P 190

27 o 12 Used, 3 nice margins, just touching design at left, some light pen marks on back. Nice 

appearance. (SCV $700)

P 120

28 o 17 Used, tiny edge fault at left, otherwise sound stamp with tight margins all around. (SCV 

$250)

P 40

29 o 28 Used, fine for issue, appears reperfed at left. Light pencil marks on back. Tiny upper 

right corner flaw (thin, crease). Still nice appearing stamp. (SCV $1100)

P 120

30 o 30 Used, nice stamp with a couple tiny thin spots. Just fine for issue since top margin is into 

design. (SCV $290)

P 32

31 o 37 Used, F-VF for issue, but close at top for this difficult stamp, couple perf flaws and a tiny 

thin which shows up in fluid. (SCV $400)

P 60

2 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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USA Stamps (cont'd)

32 o 67 Used, buff color, average, nice color overshadowed by a thin, rough perfs, and 2-3mm 

tear at right. (SCV $1100)

P 80

33 o 72 Used with Cincinnati cancel, nice margins but close at right. Lower right corner perf has 

crease, otherwise sound. (SCV $600)

P 80

34 * 73 MHR, fine, vertical pair, small thin on right stamp and tiny pencil mark on back. (SCV 

$800)

P 130

35 * 73 Unused, Block of 4, partial/disturbed gum fine, perfs cut into frame at right. Utilized 

used catalog value for pricing. (SCV $1350)

P 240

36 o 73 Used, fine, vertical strip of 3, part gum and adhesions. Bulls-eye cancels.(SCV $200+) P 40

37 o 73 Used, VF vertical pair, small toning spot on the perfs between the pair. Light cancel. 

(SCV $140)

P 28

38 o 89 Used, "E" Grill, Avg-Fine (SCV $350) P 46
39 * 93 MHR, F-VF, tiny thin that does not affect face. (SCV $450) P 75
40 o 96 Used, F-VF, very thin paper variety. Light cancel. (SCV $270) P 55
41 o 100 Used, fine, light crease upper right corner, couple perf tips are toned. Appears unused, 

with very light cancel. (SCV $1000)

P 150

42 o 112 Used, F-VF, small thin at left, a few short perfs. Pencil mark on back. (SCV $150) 20
43 o 116 Used, VF, nice stamp with good color. (SCV $120) P 24
44 o 116 Used, VF, shallow thin. (SCV $120) 16
45 o 117 Used, VF, nice stamp with balanced margins. (SCV $120) P 24
46 o 118 Used, F-VF, well-centered for issue, corner perfs are creased, some pencil marks on 

back. Tough stamp. (SCV $800)

P 120

47 o 119 Used, fine, nice appearing with light cancel. (SCV $210) 34
48 o 120 Used, average, centered low, tiny faults. (SCV $650) 60
49 o 121 Used, F-VF, slightly faded, corner crease, visible inclusion. (SCV $425) P 40
50 o 138 Used, Grilled, Fine, weak grill but still visible. Corner faults, but still presentable. (SCV 

$500)

P 55

51 o 152 Used, F-VF, couple minor perf faults;  well-centered stamp. (SCV $220) P 36
52 o 152 Used,  ave-fine, small, shallow thin. Deep color. (SCV $220) P 22
53 o 153 Used, fine, 24c purple with striking cancel. (SCV $230) P 44
54 o 153 Used, avg, deep color with double crossroad cancel. (SCV $230) P 28
55 o 155 Used, avg-fine, couple short/blunt perfs. (SCV $350) P 50
56 * 158 MHR, just fine - Double Paper Variety, partially separated thin top layer from thicker 

bottom paper layer. About a quarter of a second stamp is still attached at right. Blunt 

perfs and face scuffs. (SCV $600)

P 95

57 o 165 Used, avg-fine, 30c Gray Black, blue "2" Numeral Cancel. (SCV $140) 26
58 * 189 MVLH, fine, appears MNH, but there is a minor gum dist., perf tip toning at left. (SCV 

$200 MH)

P 38

59 ** 215 MNH, fine, tiny bit of offset on back, mentioned for accuracy, a plugged perf. (SCV 

$550)

P 100

60 o 218 Used, F-VF, 90c Purple with black "2" numeral cancel (SCV $250) P 48
61 * 240 MH, fine, 50c Columbian, with large vertical perf-in holes. 3 rows of 5 vertical 2mm 

punched holes. Thin at top and blunt/short perfs. Interesting item. (Est $100-140)

50

62 (*) 240 Unused, no gum, F-VF, nice stamp. (SCV $225 as MNG) P 55

63 o 240 Used, F-VF, 50c Slate Blue, blunt perfs in lower right corner. (SCV $200) P 38

64 (*) 241 Unused, regummed, F-VF (SCV $550 as MNG) P 100
65 o 242 Blunt perf along top near right. Otherwise a nice stamp. (SCV $575) P 110
66 ** 253 MNH, fine (SCV $325) P 60

67 * 275 MH, fine+, DLWM, nice color, fine centered. (SCV $260) P 46

68 o 276A Used, Fine, Type II, DLWM, Nice sound stamp. (SCV $210) P 42

3 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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USA Stamps (cont'd)

69 o 278 Used, Fine, DLWM, $5 Marshall, one short perf at top. (SCV $625) P 95

70 * 288-90 MH, F-VF, 3 values, all nicely centered (SCV $400) 70

71 * 291 MH, F-VF, 50c Trans-Miss, slight gum disturbance. Well-centered. (SCV $600) P 100
72 * 296 MVLH, VF,  4c Pan American (SCV $70) 20
73 * 299 MVLH, F-VF, 10c Pan-Am Issue (SCV $115) P 24
74 ** 309 MNH, just fine, 15c Clay (SCV $475) P 60
75 o 315 Used, Imperf, clear DLWM, tight at left but adequate margins other 3 sides. Sold "AS IS". 

(SCV $1250)

P 50

76 * 357 MH, F-VF, Blue Paper (SCV $85) P 24

77 * 369 MH, F-VF, Lincoln Blue Paper (SCV $150) P 42

78 ** 396 MNH, fine coil pair, 5c Blue perf 8.5 vertically. (SCV $375) P 70

79 * 407 MH, F-VF, 7c Black, SLWM (SCV $70) 16

80 ** 411 MNH, F-VF, guide line coil pair, perf 8-1/2. (SCV $125) 32
81 ** 412 MNH, VF, coil Pair, SLWM, perf 8-1/2 (SCV $130) 40
82 * 422 MH, F-VF, DLWM, 50c Violet, perf 12 (SCV $225) P 50
83 * 423 MH, F-VF, DLWM, $1 Violet Brown, perf 12 (SCV $475) P 100
84 * 438 Mint, VF with disturbed gum, 20c Ultramarine. Some slight overall toning, gum toning 

and back crease. Crease does not affect face. (SCV $190)

34

85 ** 480 MNH, Fine, $5 Marshall, perf 10 (SCV $375) P 90
86 o 480 Used, VF, $5 Marshall (SCV $35) 10
87 * 524 MLH, F-VF, $5 Franklin (SCV $170) P 42
88 o 534B Used, VF with 2017 APS Cert that states "Type VII with Schermack Type III perforations, 

used, genuine. LL corner crease, top margin tear". Neither 1.5mm margin tear or corner 

crease enter design. Cancel dated 6-14-1921. (Est $80-100) 

P 26

89 * 547 MH, F-VF, $2 Franklin (SCV $125) P 36
90 * 572, 573 MH, VF, 572 MHR. Nicely centered, high value stamps (SCV $165) 32
91 o 573 Used, Fine to F-VF, vertical strip of 5 with full selvage at left. Also contains center line 

and arrow. Some paper wrinkles. (SCV $75+)

P 14

92 ** 595 MNH, F-VF, 2c Carmine Perf 11, stamp design 19 1/4mm x 22 1/4mm. (SCV $475) P 95

93 o 595 Used, F-VF with 2016 APS Cert which states  "used, genuine, a few perf creases". F-VF. 

(SCV $375)

P 60

94 */** 615 MNH, F-VF block of 24, 2c Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary Issue. 6 stamp by 6 stamp 

block which includes a plate block of 6. There is a hinge mark along with the normal 

staple holes in the selvage of the plate block. The one stamp that is hinged is at the far 

upper right and not part of the plate block. (SCV $200)

38

95 ** 616 MNH, F-VF block of 12, 5c Huguenot-Walloon Tercentenary Issue. 3 stamp by 4 stamp 

block that includes a plate block of 6 with staple holes, as always, in the selvage.  (SCV 

$570)

110

96 ** 617 MNH, F-VF block of 24, 1c Lexington-Concord Issue. 6 stamp by 4 stamp block that 

includes a plate block of 6 with staple holes, as always, in selvage. Perf separation that 

does not affect the plate block. (SCV $165.25)

32

97 ** 619 MNH, VF block of 24, 5c Lexington-Concord Issue. 4 stamp by 6 stamp block that 

includes 2 plate blocks of 6. Minor perf separations in selvage. Bottom and right plate 

blocks. Right PB has normal staple holes in selvage. Printer initials in lower right selvage 

(SCV $960)

180

98 ** 620 MNH, F-VF block of 25, 2c Norse American Issue. Lower left, 5 stamp by 5 stamp block, 

with selvage and printers initials. Natural gum skips. (SCV $162.50)

32

99 ** 621 MNH, F-VF block of 25, 5c Norse American Issue. 5 stamp by 5 stamp block. Center line 

block of 4 within the larger block. Natural gum skips. (SCV $500)

95

100 ** 623 MNH XF Beauty! (SCV $25) P 18

4 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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USA Stamps (cont'd)

101 ** 627 MNH, F-VF block of 20,  2c Sesquicentennial Exposition Issue. 4 stamp by 5 stamp block 

that includes a top plate block of 6. Minor perf separations. (SCV $112)

22

102 ** 628 MNH, F-VF block of 20, 5c Gray Lilac Statue of Ericsson. 5 stamp by 4 stamp block of 20 

that includes a plate block of 6. Minor perf separations. Gum disturbance and printing 

ink transfer on back in selvage. Small gum spot on face side of the plate block selvage. 

(SCV $183.50)

34

103 * 630 MH, F-VF, White Plains Souvenir Sheet, some gum disturbance, an internal paper 

wrinkle, some light gum side toning, and a couple light gum bends. All these issues 

apparently not seen on front side. (SCV $350)

90

104 ** 634A MNH, VF with 2015 PSE Cert ""genuine unused, o.g., never hinged, REPERFORATED at 

the right". MNH, VF. (SCV $650)

P 110

105 ** 644 MNH, VF block of 20, 2c Burgoyne Campaign Issue. 5 stamp by 4 stamp block of 20 that 

includes a bottom plate block of 6. Printer initials in lower right selvage. Ink transfer of 

back affects 2 stamps. Another ink transfer affects the lower right stamp of the plate 

block. (SCV $124.50)

20

106 ** 647 MNH, F-VF block of 25, 2c Hawaii Sesquicentennial Issue. 5 stamp by 5 stamp upper 

right block with selvage. Minor perf separations. (SCV $181.25)

36

107 ** 648 MNH, F-VF block of 25, 5c Hawaii Sesquicentennial Issue. 5 stamp by 5 stamp lower left 

block w/ selvage. Minor perf separations and plugged perfs. (SCV $537.50)

100

108 ** 650 MNH, VF block of 20, 5c Blue Aeronautics Conference Issue. 4 stamp by 5 stamp block 

of 20 including a bottom PB of 6. Minor perf separation in selvage of plate block. (SCV 

$171.50)

32

109 ** 656 MNH F-VF Joint Line Pair - Edison (SCV $110) 22
110 o 716 Used, top plate block of 12. Oval San Francisco Ferry cancels. Large purple "Perishable" 

marking in selvage. Some toning/ soiling and perf separations. (Est $25-35)

12

111 ** 1033a MNH, VF, Graded 95 per 2007 PSE cert. (Est $500-1000) P 230
112 ** 1053 MNH, VF, plate plock (SCV $220) P 60
113 ** 2723A MNH, VF, plate block, Perf 11.2x11.5 Hank Williams. Proceeds from the sale of this lot 

go to American Philatelic Society.  (SCV $120)

34

USA Back of Book

USA Airmail

114 o C3 Used/Precanceled strip of 4 on piece, Fine, with Federalsburg, Maryland precancel. 

Includes selvage and blue "TOP". Slight toning. Interesting multiple. (Est $40-60)

20

115 ** C13 MNH, F-VF, gum crease (SCV $275) P 70
116 * C13 Unused, VF, with gum disturbance (SCV $190) P 60
117 ** C14 MNH, F-VF. Gum creases. (SCV $650) P 160
118 * C15 MH, F-VF, small thin but a very attractive stamp. (SCV $575) P 150
119 ** C18 MNH, F-VF, 50c "Baby Zeppelin" (SCV $85) P 26
120 o C18 Used, F-VF, 50c "Baby Zeppelin" (SCV $47.50) 14

121 * E7  MLH, F-VF, 10c Helmut of Mercury (SCV $65) 18

Offices in China

122 * K4 MH, F-VF, 8c Shanghai Overprint (SCV $60) 18
123 * K5 MH, F-VF, 10c Shanghai Overprint, minor back adhesion (SCV $65) 18
124 * K7 MLH, Fine+, 14c Shanghai Overprint (SCV $87.50) 24

5 BID ONLINE at www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com OR through www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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US Officials

125 * O16 MH, ave-fine, block of 6, Center, top stamp hinged and thin, the rest NH. Plugged perfs 

vertically. (SCV $600+)
95

126 o O25 Used, F-VF (SCV $100) 22
127 * O65 Unused, F-VF, 24c Dept of State Official w/PFC stating "unused o.g., previously hinged, 

reperforated at right". Fails to mention part gum that is somewhat toned, couple 

negligible flaws.  (SCV $525)

P 65

128 * O86 MHR, fine (SCV $625) P 100
129 * O89 MHR, fine, crackly  gum and some blunt perfs. 12c War official (SCV $275) 44
130 * O92 MNG, fine, block of 4 with fancy script plate #. Some toning on top 2 stamps and a few 

perf separations. Cataloged as used for pricing. (SCV $350+)

P 65

131 * Q12 MH, F-VF, $1 Parcel Post, one perf tip at left has a stain. (SCV $280) P 60

132 FX-SH1b Registry Exchange Label - Shanghai, China - Rough perfs, straight edge at right, 3mm 

tear at left, previously hinged. Catalog value for a label on cover is $2000. Rarely seen 

item. (Est $250-500) 

P 100

USA Revenues

133 o US Revenue Collection in Scott Specialty - Nice collection (Scott 2-post) with mostly 

first-third issues. A great start to your new collecting interest. Pages are clean but with 

some pencil marks. Some mixed condition on stamps. Owner's catalog value is over 

$1500. Take a look! (Est $250-300)

150

134 o USA Revenue Collection on Album and Stock Pages - Several hundred taken from 

several collections and combined into one binder. Strength appears to be in First Issue 

stamps. Documentary, Proprietary and a hand full of Telegraph and Match and 

Medicine seen. Some condition issues spotted but worth a look. (Owner's 2016 Cat. 

$1300+)

260

135 o R4a Used Imperf with PF Cert. 1c Telegraph with black pen cancel. 1987 Philatelic 

Foundation cert that states "IT IS GENUINE" but sold "AS IS" due to questionable 

margins. (SCV $800)

P 150

136 o R61a Used, VF imperf. 50c Passage Ticket with black pen cancel.  (SCV $140) P 24
137 o R74a Used, F-VF Imperf. $1 Passage Ticket with black pen cancel. (SCV $350) P 70
138 o R136 Used, F-VF .... 3rd Issue 4c Revenue (SCV $95) P 34
139 o R145 Used, F-VF, hinge remnant on back .... 3rd Issue $2 Revenue (SCV $45) P 16
140 o R146 Used, fine,  some offset on back .... 3rd Issue $2.50 Revenue (SCV $90) P 26

141 Cigar Tin with Interesting Tabacco Revenue Taxing Explanation - "The amount of 

revenue tax due on cigars is determined by the price the consumer pays and has 

nothing whatsoever to do with the quality of a cigar." The explanation goes on to 

describe pricing as it relates to "A", "B", "C", "D", and "E" cigar revenue stamps. "This 

information is given so that you are not misled..." The New York, Factory No. 327 tin is 

empty but still has the revenue stamp attached. (Est $100-150)

50

USA Match and Medicine

142 */o Match & Medicine Collection on Fully Illustrated Pages - about 60 mint/used stamps 

neatly mounted on new fully illustrated pages housed in a green Scott 3-ring binder and 

slipcase. About $375 SCV but most are faulty as is often the case with these stamps. An 

excellent collection to expand. (Est $150-200) 

100

143 */o RO2b//62c Accumulation of 21 match revenues on stock sheet. Mint and used with listed varieties. 

Most with condition issues, as expected, including small tears, thins and some repairs. 

Minor duplication.  (SCV $1661)

400
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USA Match and Medicine (cont'd)

144 */o RO65c//122a Accumulation of 21 Match Revenues on stock sheet. Mint and used with listed varieties. 

Most with condition issues, as expected, including small tears, thins and some repairs. 

Minor duplication.  (SCV $1260.50)

300

145 */o RO122b//179d Accumulation of 20 Match Revenues on stock sheet. Mint and used with listed varieties. 

Most with condition issues, as expected, including small tears, thins and some repairs. 

Some duplication.  (SCV $1078)

250

146 RO34a Ave-fine, 1c Lilac on old paper, pencil mark on back and small thin. (SCV $275) 65

147 RO46a Ave-fine, 1c Black on Old Paper. pencil mark on back and thin. (SCV $175) 40
148 RO59b Fine, 1c Lake on Silk Paper. HR and small thin.(SCV $110) 28
149 RO60a Ave-fine, 3c Black on Old Paper. HR, short perfs, thin and damage at lower bottom right. 

Missing from most collections. (SCV $1000)

250

150 RO91b Ave, 3c (3, 1c stamps) on Silk Paper. (SCV $160) 40

151 RS1d//110d Accumulation of 23 Medicine Revenues on stock sheet. Mint and used with listed 

varieties.  Most with condition issues, as expected, including small tears, thins and some 

repairs. Minor duplication.  (SCV $2421)

600

152 RS115a//266b Accumulation of 16 Medicine Revenues on stock sheet. Mint and used with listed 

varieties.  Most with condition issues, as expected, including small tears, thins and some 

repairs.Minor duplication. (SCV $1487)

375

153 o RS37a Used, F-VF centering, 3c Black on Old Paper, Imperf, Die 1. POB, thins and other faults. 

Toned with paper adhesions. (SCV $140)

P 34

154 o RS40d Used, F-VF centering, 2c Green , watermark 191R. Thins and small tear. Nice color. (SCV 

$400)

P 100

155 o RS55b Used, Fine centering, 4c Black on Silk Paper. Thins, pencil mark on back and short perfs. 

(SCV $300)

P 75

156 o RS56d Used, F-VF, 3c Blue with watermark 191R. Toned, small thin and a few blunt perfs. (SCV 

$350)

85

157 o RS57d Used, fine centering, 6c Black with Watermark 191R. Pencil mark on back and a small 

shallow thin. (SCV $100)

26

158 o RS65a Used, average centering, 4c Black on Old Paper. POB, tiny pinhole and a few blunt perfs. 

(SCV $140)

34

159 o RS66a Used, average, 1c Black on Old Paper, Die 1. HR and small tear at top. POB on hinge 

remnant. (SCV $140)

34

160 o RS68c Used, F-VF centering,  2c Black on Pink Paper. Pencil mark on back, thins, tears and 

repairs. (SCV $175)

42

161 o RS68d Used, F-VF centering,  2c Black with watermark 191R. Pencil mark on back, thins and 

repaired tear. (SCV $400)

P 100

162 o RS71c Used, average centering, 1c Black on Pink Paper. Pencil mark on back and a small thin. 

(SCV $275)

65

163 o RS72b Used, fine centering, 2c Black on Silk Paper. Repaired tears and a few short perfs. 

Attractive, hard to find stamp. (SCV $2450)

P 600

164 o RS106b Used, average centering, 2c Blue on Silk Paper. Pencil mark on back, small thins and a 

few blunt perfs. (SCV $400)

100

165 o RS107a Used, average centering, 3c green on Old Paper. Pencil mark on back, toning and a 

couple short perfs. (SCV $55)

14

166 o RS159b Used, average centering, 4c Blue on Silk Paper. Pencil mark on back, HR, thins and other 

faults. (SCV $350)

80

167 o RS170b Used, F-VF vert pair, 1c Black on Silk Paper. Sound, double transfer (SCV $145) 36
168 o RS215d Used, average centering, 1c Lake, Imperf with Watermark 191R. POB, thin and toning. 

(SCV $120)

30

169 o RS230c Used, average centering, 6c Black on Pink Paper. HR, POB and a couple short perfs. (SCV 

$125)

30
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USA Match and Medicine (cont'd)

170 o RS270d Used, F-VF centering, 12c Blue with Watermark 191R. POB, thin and blunt perfs. Small 

fault at top. (SCV $550)

P 130

171 o RS277a Used, VF centered horiz pair, imperf, 2c Green on Old Paper. Pencil mark on back, thins 

and toning. (SCV $400)

100

Federal Hunting (Ducks) Stamps 

172 ** Modern MNH Duck Stamps - group of 11 different federal duck stamps, RW41//RW69. 

All F-VF or better. (Face $150)

60

173 ** RW4 MNH, F-VF, Federal Hunting 1937 Issue, no gum skips, just one light gum bend. Nice 

stamp. (SCV $275)

P 55

174 ** RW4 MNH, Plate Single, F-VF, Federal Hunting 1937 Issue, plate #136267, no apparent gum 

skips, couple gum bends as typical. (SCV $275)

P 60

175 ** RW32 MNH, F-VF, Federal Hunting 1965 Issue (SCV $100) P 18
176 ** RW33 MNH, VF, Federal Hunting 1966 Issue (SCV $100) P 22
177 ** RW34 MNH, F-VF, Federal Hunting 1967 Issue (SCV $100) P 18
178 ** RW36-8 MNH, F-VF, 3 Different Hunting 1970-2 Issues (SCV $170) 24
179 ** Michigan Duck Hunting Stamps - Partial self adhesive sheets spanning the years 1900 

to 2000. Quantities are as follows, year 1990 x6, 1994 x6, 1996 x17, 1997 x12, 1998 x21, 

1999 x21 and 2000 x12. (Face $400)

170

180 */o Michigan Trout, Duck and Bear Hunting Stamp Accumulation - About 180 mint and 

used hunting and fishing stamps. Trout stamps nearly complete with a few plate 

number singles and a few on license. Ducks represented through 1996, (MI-2 x9). 1959 

used fine Bear stamp. Some condition issues but generally F-VF. Moderate duplication 

with some issues. (Est $400-500)

200

US Booklets/Booklet Panes

181 Dealer Show Stock in 6 Sales Binders - Begins with Scott 498e and goes to 3855 BK297. 

Also includes Air Mail and other BOB. Considerable face or ready to go retail stock. 

Overall F-VF or better. (Est  $700-800)

200

182 ** 319g MNH, just fine centering, gum disturbance. Examine. (SCV $240) 26
183 ** 2474a MNH, VF, never folded booklet pane, rare plate #4. Proceeds from the sale of this lot 

go to American Philatelic Society.  (SCV $60)

24

184 * BK142 Rare plate #21 in opened complete booklet. Stamps centered VF. (SCV $350) 50

US Proofs/Essays/Specimens

185 73-E3 c 2c black & 2c blue on yellow paper, with the latter thinned, not affecting face. (SCV 

$100, $50 each)

P 20

186  73TC3c, f 2c trial color plate proofs on India Paper, imperf, no gum, VF. 2c green and 2c vermilion. 

73TC3f has a couple thins and slightly rounded corners at right. (SCV $500)

P 95

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website
www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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E.F.O.

187 ** 1338//4716 MNH, VF, Scott listed modern imperf and tagging specialty accumulation on dealer 

pages, auction pages and stock pages. 23 different items (18 imperf and 5 tagging 

related). Stamps are in pairs, gutter pairs, strips, blocks and sheets. (Est $100-130) 

50

188 ** 1053 var MNH Plate Block "Hi-Brite" Variety - Rare Scott unlisted variety with typical average 

centering. Typical offset on back. (Est $500-1000)

P 200

189 ** 1856c MNH, F-VF vertical strip of 10 rows of 4 across. (SCV $80+) 18
190 ** 2281b MNH, F-VF, unique error with engraved black omitted (details on bee). Fingerprint on 

gum. (SCV $45)

16

191 ** 2870 MNH, VF condition. "Recalled Legends" sheet in USPS Blue Folder, only 150,000 issued. 

(SCV $220)

50

192 ** 2870 as above, but lot also includes a used (on piece) regular Legends of the West sheet in a 

Post Office presentation folder, and a mint regular. All F-VF or better. (SCV $220+)

55

193 ** 2904c MNH, VF Imperf Pair - 1996 Mountain (SCV $250) P 55
194 ** 3320c MNH, VF, full self adhesive sheet with overall tagging. Normal sheet included for 

comparison. (SCV $350+)

60

195 o 3656 var used, VF, misperf with plate # showing. Interesting item for the Teddy Bear topical 

collector! (Est $40-60)

20

196 ** 3910m MNH, VF, Orange Yellow Omitted, rarely seen missing color variety. Full pane of 12 

along with normal pane for comparison. (SCV $400+)

100

197 ** C150a MNH, VF die cut omitted, margin pair (SCV $700) P 180

US Postal Stationary

198 Interesting Postal Stationary Lot - Mint, Miscut, Possessions, etc - Over 30 postal 

stationary post cards, some used, some pre-printed. Notables are the half-dozen or so 

miscuts, a few Hawaii cards used with US postage in the 1930's, and one unused 

Columbian Expo card. Some better UX cards here. Mixed condition, examine. (Est $75-

100)

38

199 ** UX46a Statue of Liberty Variety "N God We Trust", Qty 40. F-VF. (SCV $480) 34

US Possessions

200 Canal Zone Specialized Study of Overprints and Town Cancels - Several 100 early issues 

of the Canal Zone. Many different varieties all annotated on pages. Interesting 

accumulation in very mixed condition. Great lot for the specialist. (Est $50-100)

26

201 Canal Zone Cover Lot - 55 covers chosen for cancels , very mixed condition, spotted a 

cover front only also. All sent between 1910's-1930's, more than half were sent to the 

US. Take a look! (Est $75-100)

36

202 Philippines Small Boxlot with 40 covers (many Japanese occupation), 12 postcards, and 

a few stamps. Mixed condition. Worth a look if this is your area of interest. (Est $50-75)

24

203 ** USA Trust Territories Mint Stock on Dealer Pages - Marshall Islands Scott 38//637a, 

Palau Scott 4a//C20b, Micronesia 1980's and 90's, all apparently MNH sets, sheets and 

booklets. Offered at a low start. (Est $250-350)

70

204 ** Micronesia, Palau, Marshall Islands MNH 1980's & 90's Accumulation - MNH sets, 

sheets and souvenir sheets in glassines. Clean material for a Possessions or topical 

collector.  (Face $300)

60
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US Possessions (cont'd)

205 ** Micronesia Medium Boxlot Mint Accumulation - Mostly F-VF or better mint (possibly 

all MNH based on what we examined) singles, sets, and souvenir sheets into the 2000's. 

Collection starts in a binder on black stockpages and finishes with a box loaded with 

new issues still in glassines as purchased. There is considerable face value and great 

topical appeal. Here's a good start to your new collecting area! (Est $150-300) 

90

Ryukyus Islands

206 */o Ryukyu Islands Loaded Bankers Box - 5 binders and more filling a bankers box. One 

binder is the main, mostly mint collection (Scott 1//228, C1//30) not missing much to 

complete includes a Scott #17 (no cert); two binders of postal stationary with over 100 

items including many better, rare varieties (inc double surcharge strike), airletters; one 

binder with 85 different full sheets; one binder of varieties and types of definitives, 

charity seals (some artist signed). There is also an envelope of unmounted stationary 

and town cancels. Nice lot with much to go through. Minimal faults, much is F-VF 

throughout. Enjoy. (Est $750-1250) (shipping wt 25#)

300

207 o R1-R8 Used, complete set,  a couple may be CTO. Rarely seen as a complete used set. (SCV 

$362)

75

Dorothy Knapp Hand-Painted First Day Covers

208 FDC 963 Salute to Youth Issue. Tied by "Washington D.C. Aug. 11, 1948" cancel on Dorothy 

Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, attractive design depicting boy and girl on 

a hill with school and trees in background, Very Fine, rare and desirable design. 

Envelope gum line toning. (Est $300-400)

170

209 FDC 964 Oregon Territorial Centennial. Tied by "Oregon City OR. Aug. 14, 1948" cancel on 

Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, rare and desirable design. 

Toning along top and envelope gum lines. (Est $300-400)

170

210 FDC 977 Moina Michael, Originator of the Memorial Poppy. Tied by "Athens, GA. Nov 9, 1948" 

cancel on Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, rare. Toning at top 

and envelope gum lines. (Est $300-400)

170

211 FDC 988 Samuel Gompers, Leader of American Labor. Tied by "Washington D.C. Jan 27, 1950" 

cancel on Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF but unfortunately 

stamp is toned/stained, rare item. (Est $300-400)

170

212 FDC 989 National Capital Sequicentennial. Tied by "Washington D.C. Apr 20, 1950" cancel on 

Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, Superb condition, rare item. 

Small toning spot on the front, envelope gum line toning on back. (Est $300-400)

P 170

213 FDC 994 Kansas City Missouri Centennial. Tied by "Kansas City MO, June 8, 1950" cancel on 

Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, rare item. Envelope gum line 

toning slightly affects face. (Est $300-400)

P 170

214 FDC 999 Settlement of Nevada 100th Anniversary. Tied by "Genoa, NV Jul 14, 1951" cancel on 

Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF but there are two tiny tone 

spots, very ornate cachet, rare item. Envelope gum line toning does not affect face. (Est 

$300-400)

170

215 FDC 1004 200th Anniversary of the Birth of Betsy Ross. Tied by "Philadephia, PA Jan 2 1952" 

cancel on Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF but there is one tiny 

tone spot, pretty cachet, rare item. (Est $300-400)

170

216 FDC 1009 Grand Coulee Dam. Tied by "Grand Coulee, WA May 15, 1952" cancel on Dorothy Knapp 

multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, pretty cachet, rare item. (Est $300-400)

170
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Dorothy Knapp Hand-Painted FDC (cont'd)

217 FDC 1010 Lafayette Arrival in America Anniversary. Tied by "Georgetown, SC Jun 13, 1952" cancel 

on Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, very ornate cachet, rare 

item. (Est $300-400)

P 170

218 FDC 1011 Mount Rushmore National Memorial. Tied by "Keystone, S. Dak. Aug 11 1952" cancel on 

Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, nice cachet, rare item. Very 

minor envelope gum line toning that does not affect face. (Est $300-400)

170

219 FDC 1012 Civil Engineering Centennial. Tied by "Chicago, IL Sep 6 1952" cancel on Dorothy Knapp 

multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, very large and ornate cachet, rare item. 

Minor envelope gum line toning that does not affect face. (Est $300-400)

P 170

220 FDC 1015 Newspaper Boys of America. Tied by "Philadelphia, PA. Oct 4 1952" cancel on Dorothy 

Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, nice cachet, rare item. Minor 

envelope gum line toning. (Est $300-400)

170

221 FDC 1017 The National Guard of the US. Tied by "Washington DC Feb 23 1953" cancel on Dorothy 

Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, nice cachet, rare item. (Est $300-400)

170

222 FDC 1019 Washington Territory Centennial. Tied by "Olympia, Wash. Mar 2 1953" cancel on 

Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted First Day cover, VF, nice cachet, rare item. Minor 

envelope gum line toning. (Est $300-400)

170

US Covers

223 C C14 1930 Flown Graf Zeppelin Postcard - Europe Pan-American Round Flight on New York 

picture postcard. F-VF stamp. Clear confirmation postmarks. Card has some rounding on 

the corners and small scrape on the picture side. Nice example. (Sieger 64B, €650)

P 130

224 C 1930 Graf Zeppelin Around the World Cover - NY to Salt Lake City...Large parcel 

envelope with 1922-5 Bureau perf 11 issues Scott 551-70 plus #683, worn on edges and 

paper adhesions on back. Michel 66Gc, LZ127, cat val  €600 without Zeppelin stamps. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Est $175-250)

90

225 C C18 1933 Century of Progress Exposition Flight dispatched from Akron to Friedrichshafen. 

Scott C18 block of 4 with plate number, F-VF. Cover has some minor corner wear and 

wrinkles. (Sieger 243D €175)

50

226 C USA Franked and Flown German Zeppelin First Flight Covers - 1929 Graf Zeppelin and 

1936 Hindenburg Trans-Atlantic First Flights. Two attractive, clean covers with normal 

franking for flights to Germany. Nice violet special confirmation postmarks and 

appropriate receiving postmarks. Some toning on the back of the Hindenburg cover 

that does not affect the face. (Sieger 22B, 409C  70€) 

30

227 C Registered Hindenberg First Flight with USA Franking - 1936 Registered First Flight on 

USA 6c Air Mail Postal Stationery. Also franked with USA Scott 714, C8 and C20. 

Envelope has some corner rounding and wear. (Sieger 409A €30)

18

228 C Crash Cover with Christmas Card (1955) - Burnt letter with card sent 12/15/1955 from 

Yonkers NY to Pompano Beach, FL. Hand stamp states "Damaged in Plane Crash 

Hollywood, S.C. 12/17/55". Both pilot and co-pilot died in this C-46 commercial plane 

owned by the Riddle Air Line of West Palm Beach, FL. (Est $20-30) 

14
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US Covers (cont'd)

229 C 921 Hand Painted Dorothy Knapp Cover (not a FDC) - "Keep the Sea Lanes Open". Korea 

Tied by "Sacramento, CA Jan 5, 1945" cancel on Dorothy Knapp multicolored cacheted 

cover, VF, nice cachet, rare item. (Est $300-400)

170

230 C UC9 Mint, VF condition, surcharged airmail postal. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to 

American Philatelic Society.  (SCV $85)

24

US Postage

231 ** Sheets, Plate Blocks, Singles Much in the 32c-37c face range. Celebrate the Century, 

Hollywood Legends, others, plus a glassine filled with pre-sort type stamps not counted 

in overall face value of $560.

220

232 * Bankers Box Filled - 7 mint sheet files with mostly lower value sheets, binder with a 

couple 100 PNC5's to the 32c issue (some duplication and permit required), unopened 

PO packages (submarine booklet, Star Wars, Celebrate the Century, others), some 

opened inverted Jenny panes. Cigar box with miscellaneous. Bring your calculator or 

just make a guess! (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 18#)

100

233 ** High Value USA Postage Lot - Plate blocks, singles, and souvenir sheet, all MNH. Values 

range from $1 to 10.75. All F-VF or better. (Face $158.50)

100

USA General Collections/Boxlots

234 */o Bankers Box Full of USA Mint and Used - Box full of mint and used on album pages, in 

albums, etc. Spotted some revenues, much mint where the face value could be worth 

bidding, Christmas seal collection, and much more. Mixed condition, but mostly clean 

material. Examine and bid, there is alot here. (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 30#)

100

235 Bankers Box Full of Souvenir Pages and Souvenir Cards -  Tremendous hoard of 

souvenir pages (mostly 1980-90s) and souvenir cards, likely some duplication, all in a 

bankers box. Also spotted some Harris souvenir cards (75). Lots here, mostly F-VF 

condition. Take a look! (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 31#)

100

236 Bankers Box Loaded with OddBall Stuff - Programs, seals, labels, stickers, souvenir 

cards, stationary, a couple Wildlife stamp albums, and much, much more. Examine! (Est 

$100-150) (shipping wt 22#)

50

237 */o Bankers Box loaded with USA Mint and Used, Old and Newer - Large box loaded with 

plenty of USA stamps, many better scattered throughout on dealer pages and cards, on 

album pages. Spotted some postal cards and first day covers and a bit of UN. Plenty of 

fun here sorting and sifting. Wide variety, mixed condition. Examine. (Est $300-400) 

(shipping wt 22#)

200

238 o Bankers Box of On-Paper USA - Mixed older and more modern era,  apparently all USA. 

Fill up your bathtub and soak! (Est $80-100) (shipping wt 17#)

40

239 Bankers Box with USA - Box full of first days (some large souvenir sheets), souvenir 

cards, souvenir pages, on paper in envelopes awaiting a soaker, and stamps on 

stockpages. Lots of stamps but mostly common stuff. Offered cheap! (Est $125-175) 

(shipping wt 24#)

75

240 o Huge Lot of USA Off Paper, Identified in Glassines and More - Probably 1000 or so 

identified glassines with many 1000's of USA stamps. Duplication and mixed condition 

but offered cheap for the packet-makers. (Est $100-150) (shipping wt 23#)

50

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website

www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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USA General Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

241 */o Large Box of USA Stamps and Covers, Much is Mint Postage - Accumulation of mostly 

unused USA stamps in various formats. There are 3 dealer counter books holding mostly 

plate blocks (Scott 728//C89), a nice wooden file box of plate blocks (772//1726), a 

large envelope of mostly full sheets (note face value of $70 in $1-$2 sheets), a box of 

miscellaneous, and some Postal Commem Socty stuff of little consequence. You could 

get a good buy with a calculator. (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 23#)

100

242 o Modern Used USA Box Lot, Mostly 29c-37c Era - Estimated 1500-1800 Scott number 

identified stamps in glassines, in a black 102 box. Overall condition is FVF+. Moderate 

duplication with some issues. (Est $75-100) 

36

243 o USA Boxlot of "Poundage" - Bankers box filled with stamps on paper as well as stamps 

still on envelopes. We didn't dig to the bottom so we don't know what's there but likely 

many possibilities for the right philatelic marketeer! (Est $100-150) (shipping wt 18#)

40

244 USA Boxlot of First Day Covers and Collections - Several 100 first days, mostly 

subscription type stuff. Couple small USA collections of little significance. Take a look! 

(Est $50-100) (shipping wt 20#)

24

245 */o USA Collection Remainder in 2 White Ace Albums - Collection remainder to the late 

1950's, used in the earlier years, mint in the latter. Some highlights include several 1851-

7 and other 19th century issues used, couple dozen early officials (some unused), 

Columbians to the 30c (mostly unused), 277 used (thin), 312 used, 328-30 and 397-400 

unused, parcel post unused to 25c, many W-F singles, pairs and imperfs, dues, Airmails 

C1-6 unused, 551-73 unused, Kansas-Nebraskas unused, Prexies unused complete with 

coil line pairs unused, 730-1 unused, and Farleys. Mostly presentable stamps, but 

condition is very mixed throughout. High catalog value. Good lot to pick from or add to 

and continue. (Est $750-1250)

500

246 */o USA Earlier Mint and Used in 3 Binders - A lot for the patient collector willing to soak 

much of the mint material as much is stuck down. Strength in Farley's and Farley era, 

airmails and officials to 90c, plus much more. Good value in the used as well. Condition 

issues. Needs examination. (Est $250-350) (shipping wt 13#)

120

247 o USA Early Used in Old Stock Book  - Hundreds of stamps sorted by Scott number. Starts 

with #11 and ends with #495. Some with considerable duplication and condition issues. 

Included are pairs, perfins and precancels. Many nice cancellations seen. (Est $125-175)

70

248 Extensive Mint and Used Farley Collection/Accumulation in Binder - Singles, blocks, 

plate blocks, gutter pairs, cross gutter blocks, sheets, center line pairs, perf and imperf 

on album pages and stock pages. Quite an extensive collection for this specialty area. 

Take a look. (Est $200-250)

100

249 * Mint Collection in Scott National Specialty Album (1940-1990) -  Nice nearly complete 

for time period, lacking just some higher denominations. 99% mint, spot-checked and 

found just a few hinged. Includes Famous Americans, Birds and Flowers and Wildlife 

sheets, etc. Clean collection. (Face $300+)

150

250 * Mint Mounted Collection in Minuteman Album - Complete sets including Pan-

Americans, Nebraska overprints, Washington Bicentennial, National Parks,(perf and 

imperf), 1938 Presidential Issue, Famous Americans, plus much more. Also seen, Scott 

1053, C1-C6 and C18. Considerable postage to 1979. Generally FVF with earlier material 

mostly hinged and a few with gum issues. Much useful material and well worth a 

look.(Est. $600-800)

350

THERE IS A BUYER'S PREMIUM OF 15%
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US General Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

251 * Mint Plate Block Collection 1940-1988 on Scott Pages - Beautifully mounted mint plate 

block collection from 1940-88 (face over $300) in 2 Scott Specialty albums. Also 

included some other 1930's plate blocks on White Ace pages, including an airmail 

collection with some better items (face over $50), and a definitive plate block 

accumulation again on Scott pages and some loose (face about $60). All clean, lots 

MNH, mostly F-VF or better. (Face $400+) (shipping wt 20#)

220

252 * Mint Plate Number Single Accumulation - 150+ MNH and MH 1920's to 40's era plate 

number singles. Nicer items noted; Scott number 526, 527, 528, 834 NH x2, and C11. 

Generally F-VF and better overall. (Owner's SCV $450+)

90

253 * Mint Plate Block Collection 1930's-1990 on Minkus Pages in four binders on Minkus 

pages going from the Prexies to 1990 (with pages going to 1997). All in mounts and 

likely all MNH. Denominations go to $5 values but nothing of premium noted. Carefully 

counted face value just shy of $600. Nice collection to continue. Some dues and officials 

not counted. (Face about $600) (shipping wt 23#)

300

254 * Mint Collection in 6 White Ace Albums (1960-2001) - Clean collection, all in mounts, in 

pristine binders. Values to $5 face noted. Many premium mini-sheets. Pre-sort, bulk 

rate, officials, and the like not counted in face value of over $1300. Spot checked and 

noted MNH. Just a few holes to fill yet for a complete run. ($1300 Face) (shipping wt 

31#)

700

255 o 24//893 Many hundreds in a small stock book. Many are seconds from a collector who 

eventually upgraded to better stamps. Much of the early material has condition or 

centering issues, however, many empty spaces could be filled in your album. Some nice 

cancels seen and duplication. Please examine. (Est $150-200)

80

256 o Used Black Jack Accumulation - Three black stock sheets filled with a fantastic used 

grouping of Black Jacks. Single stamps include (89) Scott #73's, (2) Scott #87's and (9) 

Scott #93's. Many fancy cancels, different colored cancels, numerous cities, "Paid", 

"Paid All", plus more. Cancel premiums not counted in catalog value. Three pairs and 2 

strips of 3 also included. Some with condition issues and centering ranges from Ave to 

VF. (SCV $7285) 

950

257 254//320 Plate Number & Margin Inscription Accumulation - 5 different items including Scott 

254, 264, 279B, 286 and 320.  All stamps NH, 254 pencil mark on gum and some gum 

disturbance, 279B hinged selvage, 286 hinged selvage with small tear. (SCV $590)

85

258 * Accumulation Remainder of Large Mint Blocks - 38 large dealer pages on 3 ring binder. 

MNH and MH (hinging usually affects only a couple stamps or selvage). Blocks vary from 

20 stamps to 60. Condition issues include some with perf separations, ink transfer, 

disturbed gum, etc. Many stamps in perfect condition within the blocks. Scott 482//732, 

C10. High catalog value. Please examine. (Est $400-600)

200

259 o Several Dozen Early Issues Used - Accumulation on a stock page (two sides) containing 

several dozen used stamps mostly in mixed condition. Some duplication with values to 

$650. Overall catalog value is over $7500.  Examine. (Est $800-1200)

500

260 * Unused Accumulation in a Small Box - Several 100 collector's unused duplicates in No 3 

glassines. Spotted W-F, airmails, Prexies, Parks perf and imperf, a couple of Junior 

Ducks, and some postage. Mostly hinged, no gum, some small faults as these are the 

stamps the previous collector improved upon.  Well worth our low start bid. (Est $200-

300) 

95
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US General Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

261 */o Precancel Mint and Used Accumulation - Hundreds of precancels in glassines, stock 

cards and on pages. Some higher catalog, modern items seen. Stamps hinged to pages 

are sorted by city. Considerable duplication of Scott 1384, 4 city sets. Generally F-VF. 

(Est $100-150)

50

262 o Used Accumulation in a Small Box  - Several 100 glassines, mostly identified. These 

were collector duplicates in which he improved upon. Still many nice stamps with early 

issues, back of the book, some bundleware, therefore sometimes heavy duplication. 

Mixed condition throughout. Examine. (Est $100-200) 

50

Souvenir Pages and Programs

263 Souvenir Pages with Many Keys Including Family Planning - Medium size box with 283 

unofficial souvenir pages (Scott SP1//295, not as common as the official ones, thus 

harder to find), 180 official souvenir pages (Scott SP296 to date, some higher priced). 

There are 2 Family Planning (SCV $675 each but stamps are not tied and one stamp is 

mint). Many high value pages in one of the binders (Owner's catalog value $1895), a box 

with many sans stamps, many with stamps with first day cancels. Overall a clean 

accumulation, but examine. Very high catalog value. Inventory included. (Est $400-600)

150

264 Souvenir Pages (1980-90's) -  Nice selection of over 100 different souvenir pages spread 

out over 5 appropriate tan binders. Spotted some $5 issues. Clean going to 1999. 

(Owner's SCV $673.50) (shipping wt 19#)

32

265 FDC First Day Souvenir Program Collection - Large binder with 57 sleeved First Day 

Programs. It begins with Scott 942, (Iowa Statehood Centennial, program has center 

fold). Scott numbers run through 3930. Lot also includes 3 semi-postals, 1 Aerogramme 

and 3 Postal Card programs. Overall condition is VF. (SCV $683) (shipping wt 12#)

100

US Topical Lots/Collections/Covers

266 C Crosby Naval Ship Cover Collection - 49 different Crosby cacheted covers with 

associated write-ups as issued by Kenmore. All 1940's and 1950's, all unaddressed. A 

nice group! (Est $100-150) 

65

267 C Space Topical Cover Lot - About 95 different including events, Coloranos, first days, 

ASCS, and some local post. Interesting group in mostly F-VF condition all in a nice cover 

album. (Est $50-100)

16

268 C Train Topical Cover Lot - An accumulation of over 300 covers in 3 cover albums. Starts 

with some 1940s RPO's, couple early events, and then mostly event covers into the 

2000's. Nice group in mostly good condition. (Est $150-200)

75

ONLINE BIDS ACCEPTED TIL NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM

PHONE BIDDERS ARE WELCOME - CALL TO SCHEDULE

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website
www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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US Cover Lots

269 C Michigan Covers and Postcards - Very nice group of about 700 covers and cards with 

many real photo, some DPO's, and advertising mostly being from the early 1900's. Some 

mixed condition and very minor duplication (postcards), but this is quickly offset by the 

array of different Michigan cities or towns. Worth consideration. (Est $200-300) 

(shipping wt 15#)

100

270 C WWI Small Accumulation With APO's & Censors - Twelve items total, (10 post cards, 2 

covers). Most from France with Army censors. APO's include 532, 710,711,715,718 and 

789. Also seen, a nice mint real photo post card of a Army Field Kitchen and a Military 

Motorcycle. Some condition issues and toning.  (Est $75-100)

36

271 C WWI Used Post Card and Cover Accumulation - Ten items total, (7 post cards, 3 

covers). Several with stamped slogans urging people to buy Liberty Loan Bonds. "Save 

Boys in the Trenches". Post cards depict a pontoon bridge, Corduroy Road, Camp 

Dodge, Army Engineers plus more. Some wear and toning as expected. (retail $140+)

30

272 C Stampless Cover/Folded Letter Lot - Interesting lot of 10 different stampless 

covers/folded letters from early 1800's. New York, Ohio, Tennessee, Michigan all 

represented. Mixed condition as typical, examine. (Est $50-100)

30

273 C Event And Specialty Cover Accumulation - A varied accumulation of 600+ 1930's to 

modern covers. Included is a nice grouping of pre WWII ship cancels, HBO's, 

Inaugurations, State Birds and Flowers, plus much more. Generally FVF and better. (Est 

$120-200)

60

274 C Bankers Box Full of Mostly First Day Covers - About 2000 or so, some old covers, as far 

back as the late 1800's are sprinkled into this bankers box containing mostly first days. 

Dig all the way to the bottom, because we didn't. Some mixed condition but overall F-

VF. Take a look! (Est $300-400) (shipping wt 29#)

200

275 C Covers, FDCs, Post Cards in 3 Boxes - Nice selection of about 2000 mostly different 

covers starting in the early 1900's, first days (1940-1990's), and postal and post cards. 

Great for your dollar tables. Take a look! (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 23#)

100

USA First Day Cover Collections

276 FDC First Day Cover Collection - Nice collection of 657 different, mostly addressed first day 

covers in 8 Postal Commemorative Society books. (Est $150-200) (shipping wt 32#)

50

277 FDC 859-93 Famous Americans - complete set of 35 first day covers featuring Ioor cachets. 

Addressed in pencil, various amounts of toning. Examine. (Est $75-125)

14

278 FDC Bankers Box Full of First Day Covers - Likely about 2000 mostly 1980's cacheted and 

unaddressed. Some covers with toning issues due to storage. Take a look! (Est $200-

300) (shipping wt 24#)

100

279 FDC Bankers Box with 1500+ First Days to 1990's - Clean, some addressed, mostly cacheted. 

Examine. (Est $150-250) (shipping wt 20#)

75

280 FDC Hodge Podge of about 1000 First Days in a Bankers Box - mostly cacheted, many 

unaddressed. Spotted a few inaugurations, and earlier miscellaneous covers. Offered 

cheap! (Est $100-200) (shipping wt 17#)

40

281 FDC Large Group of Colorano First Day Covers - An owner's count of over 700 Colorano first 

days in a bankers box. Mostly 1970's-1980's. Nice variety all sleeved or in the 2 cover 

albums. Nice clean lot. (Est $150-200) (shipping wt 21#)

60
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UN Collections and Lots

282 */o Bankers Box with Collections, More! - Tremendous face value offers in a collection (all 3 

entities) to 1996 on White Ace pages in mounts. Several dozen flag sheets, other full 

sheets, souvenir cards, and more throughout. Mostly F-VF or better. (Est $250-300) 

(shipping wt 21#)

150

283 *  2 Volume Collection in White Ace Albums Plus Specialty Items - Mounted mint stamps 

complete from 1951 to 1976. Single stock page of mint UN overprinted Netherlands 

New Guinea/ UNTEA and 1964 UN overprinted Cyprus, plus more. Very clean, like new 

White Ace albums and dust covers. (Est $140-170)

70

284 ** Personalized Sheets - Wonderful accumulation of 67 sheets with some duplication, all 

MNH in individual sleeves. With catalog values to $350 each, there are several better 

sheets here. New York and Vienna areas only (as issued), going from year 2003-2013. VF 

clean lot throughout. (Est $500-1000)

250

Canada Stamps and Collections

Provinces

285 o 9 British Columbia Scott 9 Used, Sound, Average (SCV $250) P 50

Canada Stamps

286 * 4 MH, with gum, just 4 margins (tight at left), nice color, minor creasing upper left corner, 

hinge remnant. (SCV $1500)

P 150

287 (*) 36 Unused, no gum, perf 12, big beauty with no gum. Light pencil note on back. (SCV $85) P 28

288 ** 58 MNH, F-VF (SCV $675) P 100

289 ** 96-103 Beautiful complete set. Note that the 10c value has a minor gum disturbance. MNH, VF. 

(SCV $2479)

350

290 ** 119 MNH Fine (SCV $250) 32
291 ** 120 MNH Fine (SCV $200) 28
292 * 123-4 Scott #123 MNH, 124 MH, both fine, complete set (SCV $395) 44
293 ** 136-8 MNH VF complete set (SCV $162.50) 22
294 ** 157 MNH F-VF (SCV $120) 16
295 * 158 MLH VF "Bluenose" (SCV $225) P 55
296 ** 208 MNH sheet of 100 - 1934 Jacques Cartier Issue, the sheet has been folded through the 

perfs. Couple perf seps, o/w F-VF. (SCV $900+)

130

297 ** 210 MNH sheet of 100 - 1934 New Brunswick Issue, folded several times, and hence a 

couple perf seps. Centering mostly F-VF or better. (SCV $500+) 

75

Canada Back of Book

298 (*) F3 Unused, just fine, regummed, toning. Rare stamp. (SCV $600) P 60
299 ** MR1-5 MNH, F-VF or better, Two different shades of Scott MR4 included. All with nice 

appearance. Scott M3 has a gum bend and fingerprint on gum, tiny inclusion MR5, o/w 

all MNH, F-VF or better (SCV $490) 

80

300 ** O1-10 MNH, mostly VF,  Scott O10, has a fingerprint on gum. (SCV $315) 50

301 ** Newfoundland Van Dam NFR46a, NFR47a MNH Gutter Blocks, F-VF (Est $50-100) 24

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website
www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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Canada Collections

302 */o Canada and Provinces Collection in a Scott Specialty Album to 1970's - Nice collection 

with the ornate Scott album. Sparse in the early issues but include Scott 46 (MHR), 52 

(MNH), 140-8 unused, a used Bluenose, C3-9 unused, CE1-2 unused, and others. 

Provinces include new Brunswick 7-8 unused, scattered Newfoundland including J1-6 

(MNH), and Nova Scotia 8, 11-2 unused. Some pencil marks on the pages, binder in 

excellent condition. Some mixed condition. Great to build on. (Est $75-125)

40

303 o Canada Accumulation in a Medium Size Box - Likely over 100 glassines/envelopes 

sorted by Scott number and filled with used stamps. Noted some 50c and $1 values in 

quantity. Might be good for the fly-speckers and cancel pickers. Mixed condition 

throughout. (Owner's SCV over $2500)

100

304 */o Canada File Drawer Mint Accumulation - Several 100 dealer cards all identified and 

priced. Starts in the Scott 300 range and goes to Scott 1600's. Stamps, booklets, and 

inscription blocks, mainly MNH and prices to $5. Prices are old but there is about $1300 

noted. Very clean lot. (Est $150-200)

70

305 */o Canada Large Boxlot - Accumulation of stamps and souvenir sheets includes an 

unopened Millennium Collection, two Millennium coin sets (1999-2000), a large 

envelope with Provinces (many better), some revenues, and duck stamps. Then there is 

a pizza-type box loaded with newer issues in glassines (likely several $100 in face value), 

and another smaller box with odds and ends including some scattered better. Lots to go 

through, some mixed condition (mostly on the early issues), but worth consideration 

with our low start. (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 12#)

120

306 */o Canada 2 Volume Collection to 1980s in Lighthouse Hingeless Albums - Only a couple 

used early queens in this fabulous collection in Lighthouse hingeless albums with 

slipcases going to late 1980's. Many earlier mint items in the $100 range, many of which 

you will find MNH. Spotted mint 20c, 50c Jubilees, and sets like Scott 162-77, 217-227, 

249-62, along with many coils. Fairly complete post mid-1940s to 1989 with pages to 

1992. There is a nice selection of back of the book that includes F1-2, couple war tax, 

most of the special deliveries, some dues and officials. SCV exceeds $7000 plus a good 

share of postage to count. Mostly F-VF, minimal faults, definitely a very nice collection 

awaiting the early issues. (Est $1500-2000)

900

307 */o Canada Classics Small Accumulation - Mint and used consisting of Scott 14, 15, 22, 24, 

34, 35 (x2), 36 and 43. Unused are typically no gum or HR, many with small faults. 

Examine. SCV approx $1000. (Est $100-150)

40

308 * Canada Medium Box with Mostly Postage - Much modern, some souvenir sheets and 

booklets, good variety with some duplication (some up to qty 5), some airletter sheets 

(not counted in face). There is also an unopened 1997 year set. (Over $200 face)

36

309 ** Canada High Value MNH Postage Lot - includes 2 sheets of 16 $1 Loons, 2 sheets of 16 

$2 Polar Bears and 1 sheet of 4 $8 Grizzly Bears. (Face $128)

38

Worldwide Stamps, Covers and Collections

310 C Albania 1913 Cover Sent to Berlin with Scott 21(x2), 22, 23 affixed to 1913 cover sent to 

Berlin. Receiving cancel on back. Cover opened at bottom. Stamps and cover F-VF 

condition. (Est $50-100)

20

French Andorra

311 ** 232-3 Complete set of 2, MNH, Imperf - 1974 Europa (Est $25-50) 12
312 ** 236-7 MNH Deluxe Sheets and Imperf Singles - 1975 Europa (Est $50-100) 24
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Austria

313 * Collection in (3) Davo hingeless albums with slipcases with pages to the early 1990's. 

Nice level of completion from the 1940's to 1980's, missing just a handful of stamps. 

Upon spot-checking we found a high level of MNH stamps including better like Scott 

250-87, 303-24, 520-56, B81-6, B93-6, B122-7, C12-31, C32-46, C54-60, J64-74, and 

some other $100+ sets. There is a small box of duplicates and/or some unmounted 

newer issues as a bonus. Mostly F-VF, likely an occasional flaw, but definitely a 

collection that begs for a new owner to work it towards completion. (Est $600-800) 

(shipping wt 15#)

375

314 FDC 1970's and 80's First Day Cover Lot of 35 different cards and covers. Many with 

beautiful artwork and Christmas related. (Est $40-60)

20

315 ** Bangladesh Scott 68a MNH Souvenir Sheet, MNH, VF, with some toning on gum side. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (SCV $100)

24

316 (*) Bechuanaland Scott 26 Unused, F-VF, no gum, pencil mark on back. (SCV $450) P 65

Belgium

317 * 435-45, B514 MH, F-VF complete set (SCV $264.55) 46
318 * B114-B122 MH complete set - Cardinal Mercier, small thin from hinge removal on B121, otherwise 

F-VF. (SCV $573.85 as hinged)

P 150

319 * B132-B143  MH, F-VF complete set - 1933 Orval Abbey (SCV $992.50) P 280
320 */o Accumulation of the Unusual - Mostly specialty items such as tete-beche pairs, gutter 

pairs, advertising, and proofs. Great lot for the specialist or collector wanting to spice 

up their Belgian collection. Mint, used, mostly sound, F-VF material. (Est $50-100) 

30

321 ** Belize Scott 430-437 complete set, 652 souv sht, MNH VF (SCV $100.75) 12

322 o Bermuda Scott 53 used, VF centered with a nice 1925 PAID revenue cancel. One short 

perf upper right side, o/w sound. (Est $25-50)  

P 14

323 ** Bhutan Scott 152-152f MNH complete set, Phonograph Record set of self adhesive 

stamps issued 1973. VF condition. (SCV $400)

150

324 * Cape of Good Hope Scott 54 MH, F-VF, tiny hinge remnant, well centered for issue, 

wmk 16 (SCV $140) 

26

China

325 (*) 28 Unused, F-VF, without gum, perf tips a little toned. (SCV $45) P 14
326 * 158 MH, F-VF, partial hinge remnant, pencil mark on back (SCV $400) P 100
327 * 173 Unused, F-VF, part gum, well-centered. (SCV $100) P 26

Republic of China

328 * 1355-8 MHR, F-VF complete set, but thins (some severe) from hinge removal. Examine. (SCV 

$515.00)

50

329 C Airmail Registered Cover - 1948 Nanking to Seattle, WA,  in rough condition especially 

at left, $89000 rate. Enclosure. Examine. (Est $75-100) 

48

330 (*) Shanghai Scott 1a unused imperf pair, unwmk'd, pelure paper, tiny thin spot at right. 

(SCV $1550 for pair)

P 150
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331 China Consignment Remainder in Medium Box - Mostly stamps with some duplication, 

several covers including a couple older. Couple better spotted. Souvenir sheets, first 

days, Lunar New Year stuff. Mixed bag. Mixed condition. Examine. (Est $100-150)

75

332 * Republic of China Mostly Modern Mint Accumulation - Several 100 souvenir sheets, 

booklets, stamps, sets, all on black stock pages in a large binder. Couple early issues like 

a sheet of Scott 611, 1135-6 (MH), B9a all add to the appeal. Much in the Lunar New 

year topical category with sheetlets, booklets and more. Most of the modern would be 

clean and MNH throughout. Runs to the late 1990's. Take a look! (Est $200-300)

150

333 */o ROC/PRC in Dealer Red Box Mint/Used Inventory - box 80% filled with mostly modern 

unused MNH sets in dealer 102 cards. Some better items spotted, some mild 

dupication, good lot for the collector to pick from or dealer to re-price in stock since the 

values stated are from the early 2000's. Mostly sound, much MNH, not many early 

issues, a couple CTO, but should catalog at least $800-1000, maybe more. (Est $250-

350) 

160

334 * ROC and PRC Accumulation - part sheets, strips, and some souvenir sheets, and folders. 

Mostly modern but did spot a few better like Scott 1863a booklet along with the 

stamps. Mostly, if not all, is MNH. F-VF or better throughout. Owner's old catalog was 

about $1000 and should be higher now. (Est $200-300)

100

335 * Dealer Binder with Mint PRC and ROC - Several 100 singles, sets, souvenir sheets, 

blocks of 4 all identified on sales pages in a dealer binder. Mostly modern era with an 

owners 2012 catalog value of $570. Likely a bit higher now. With moderate duplication. 

Clean, mostly MNH stock. (Est $150-200)

75

People's Republic of China

336 ** 1613-1616 MNH, F-VF complete set - Flowers issued 1980  (SCV $70) 20
337 ** 1645a, 1646a MNH, VF complete booklet with one pane of each. Scott lists both panes at $50 each. 

No booklet price given. (SCV $100)

30

338 ** 1664a MNH, F-VF complete booklet containing 10 stamps -1981 Gunwale Fable (SCV $55) 18

339 ** 1764a MNH, F-VF complete booklet of 10 with label - 1982 Year of the Dog (SCV $32.50) 12

340 ** 1832a MNH, F-VF, complete booklet of 12 - 1983 Year of the Pig (SCV $70) 20
341 **/C Terra Cotta Figures complete mint booklet issued 1983 (SCV $95) and a complete set 

Scott 1859-63 over two first day covers (SCV $38 as used). Tiny spot on left on Scott 

1863 FDC. (SCV $123)

30

342 ** 1900a MNH, F-VF, complete booklet of 12 stamps  -1984 Year of the Rat (SCV $110) 40
343 ** 1900a MNH, F-VF, complete booklet of 12 stamps  -1984 Year of the Rat (SCV $110) 40

344 ** 2131a MNH, VF, complete booklet of 12 stamps - 1988 Year of the Snake (SCV $55) 18
345 ** 2641-2 MNH, VF, complete sheets of 32, MNH, VF. 1996 Year of the Rat. Proceeds from the 

sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (SCV $81.60 as singles)

34

346 * Modern Mint Accumulation - Large accumulation of stamps, booklets, souvenir sheets, 

presentation folders, and some sheetlets all on black stock pages in a large binder going 

to the late 1990's. Older 2012 catalog value exceeded $1800 as priced by previous 

owner. Some mild duplication, many $20+ items like Scott 2563-6 souv sheet imperf. 

Mostly, if not all, is MNH. (Est $400-600)

190

347 * Non-Postal Value Souvenir Sheet Lot - Accumulation of about 90 souvenir sheets, NH, F-

VF. Also included is the 1990 catalog by Oranje, D & O Trading out of the Netherlands. 

Clean lot. (Est $50-100)

24
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348 * Cook Islands - Mostly Mint Accumulation Scott 91//C11, sets and singles in 102 cards 

and glassines. Clean and identified with some duplication. Generally F-VF or better. 

(Owners SCV $246.85)

24

Croatia

349 ** B7-10 MNH, F-VF, perforated sheets of 24 with centerlabels Special printers mark in position 

12 of each. Lot also includes Imperf B7 sheet. (Est $150-250)

32

350 ** Modern in Full Sheets  - couple dozen different full sheets (and 2 part sheets), mostly 

postal tax (couple imperfs) and early modern issues. The best are Scott 179-80 and 

RA26-31 sheet. All F-VF, MNH, and housed in a sheet file. (SCV $600+). 

38

Faroe Islands

351 ** 2-6 MNH, complete set, some very minor offset on a couple as typical, Scott #5 has a perf 

thin, otherwise F-VF or better, MNH. (SCV $1150)

P 180

352 * Mint Collection to 1990's - White Ace album and slipcase containing many mint sets in 

mounts, as well as a couple stock pages with stamps yet to be mounted or awaiting 

pages, and a sleeve with mint sets in glassines. Spot-checking a few revealed MNH 

stamps. Very clean accumulation. (Est $150-200) 

80

353 * Mint Collection to 1992 - in a Lighthouse Hingeless w/Slipcase, clean F-VF or better 

mint sets, likely all MNH based on spot-checking a several. Only a few holes to fill, 

therefore a nice collection to build on. (SCV over $450)

80

354 */o Finland Mint and Used Accumulation - includes early to modern, useful material in 

glassines, on stock pages and album pages. Stamps begin with several 1866 issues on 

run to the 1990's. Most material is organized and Scott number identified. Semi-postals, 

a few air mails and a Karelia overprints seen. Some condition issues early but generally F-

VF or better overall. (SCV $2400+)

450

France

355 (*) 13 Unused, no gum, 3 adequate margins, just in near lower left. (SCV $700) 40
356 ** 1399-1400 MNH, F-VF, complete set, Imperf - 1974 Europa (Yvert €95) 12
357 ** 1431-1432 MNH, VF, Deluxe sheets and Imperf singles - 1975 Europa (Yvert €265) 24
358 ** 2168 MNH, VF souvenir sheets with and without tagging issued 1989, both with tickets to 

Philex France '89. One sheet is on plain paper (SCV $20) and the other is on fluorescent 

paper (SCV $250). See note in Scott as the latter seemed to be distributed only in North 

America. MNH, VF. (SCV $270) 

44

359 ** Yv 257-C5 Unused complete booklet, 10fr Joan of Arc, 2 panes of 10 (20x50c), advertising labels. 

Faults, some minor perf separation, otherwise F-VF. Proceeds from the sale of this lot 

go to American Philatelic Society. (Y&T €105)   

P 34

360 */o Earlier to Modern Mint Accumulation - binder with singles, sets, booklets and sheets 

on stock pages and in glassines. Some better semi-postals include B282a, B291a plus 

many more. F-VF and better. Much useful material. (Est $ 180-240)

34

361 * Georgia Scott 51-55 and 54a MNH & MH -in gutter blocks of 4 issued 1923. Surcharged 

Russian stamps.(SCV $128)

24
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German States

362 * Thurn and Taxis Scott 14 and 52 F-VF mint blocks of 28 - Unique and attractive large 

blocks of the orange 10sgr and 30kr. Both have full selvage at left and cracked, 

disturbed gum. There is also a few toning spots and some minor oxidation. (SCV $154)

24

Germany

363 o 664a Used, F-VF souvenir sheet, likely CTO (full NH gum), favor cancels. Nice sheet. (SCV 

$275)

P 70

364 * 670-685 MH, F-VF complete set - Posthorns (SCV $591.85 as MH) 95
365 ** B58 MNH, souvenir sheet issued 1933 - a 2016 Sismondo certificate accompanies this rare 

souvenir sheet stating "genuine in all respects, unused, with original gum, and never 

hinged. The sheet is a trifle toned." The sheet has some natural bends not mentioned 

on cert as you will see upon inspection. (SCV $5600) 

P 800

366 * C35 MH, VF, block of 4, Graf Zeppelin 1m Carmine. 3 of 4 stamps are hinged. One of the 

hinged stamps also has some gum disturbance. (SCV $100)

16

367 * C37 MH, VF, block of 4, Graf Zeppelin 4m Black Brown. May be NH, however, the is minor 

gum disturbance across all 4 stamps. (SCV $110)

P 20

368 ** C40-C42 MNH, F-VF complete set - 1931 Zeppelin Polar Flight. Scott C41 has a barely visible 

single perf crease at lower right corner. (SCV $3200)

P 600

369 * C40-C42 MH, F-VF complete set . Scott C40-1 fresh, C42 has been regummed. F-VF. (SCV $745 as 

MH)

180

370 * C40-C42 MHR, VF complete set - Zeppelin Polar Flight (SCV $745 as MH) 140
371 * Mi MH 11.1A Mint complete booklet, 3DM, Germania with "continuous lines" in selvage variety, 

some gum dulling from interleaving which is common as well as some staple corrosion. 

Proceeds from the sale of this lot go to American Philatelic Society. (Mi €900) 

P 90

372 * Mi MH 13A Mint complete booklet,  4DM, Germania with "continuous lines" in selvage variety, 

some gum dulling which is common, some staple corrosion. Proceeds from the sale of 

this lot go to American Philatelic Society.  (Michel €300)

30

373 C Germany/Hitler Death Mask Imperf Block of 4 on Cover - 1943 Wien cancel ties the 

block plus a Scott 509 to the cover. There is overall toning and a small tear that affects 

the selvage of the block. The cover also has a vertical fold at left that does not affect the 

stamps. Pencil notations. Many forgeries of the Death Mask stamps have been made. 

These always require close examination. Sold "AS IS". (Est $150-250)

P 75

374 */o German Mint and Used Yuge Accumulation in 2 Bankers Boxes - massive grouping of 

thousands of early to modern in 6 binders, 1 album, a completely stuffed photo box and 

a full 102 box. Lot includes regular issues, States, Colonies, Occupation, DDR plus more. 

Most material is in glassines, 102 cards or on stock sheets and is identified. Some 

condition issues and duplication but generally FVF or better. Big catalog potential. (Est 

$400-500) (shipping wt 34#)

190

375 * Germany Modern Mint Mounted in 2 Davo Albums - starts in 1982 and run through 

1999,(blank pages, 1946 to 1981 included). Spot checking showed only MNH. Sets, 

singles and souvenir sheets with few missing. Includes semi-postals. Very clean material, 

albums and pages.  (Est $200-300)

120

376 * Germany Mostly Mint Sheets and Partial Sheets In Bankers Box - 1000's of stamps in 

full and partial sheets and strips. Stamps in 9 large sheet files, 4 binders and on pages. 

Earlier material from the 1920's and 30's (inflation era)and some semi-postals. A few 

items from DDR, Saar and some newer issues. Condition varies. Interesting selvage 

varieties. Please review. (Est $160-200) (shipping wt 23#)

80
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377 */o German Local and Occupation Collection in 2 Binders - Extensive mint and used WWII 

local and occupation related issues. Fairly organized by countries and areas. Singles, 

sets, partial and full sheets. Many interesting and better items seen. Includes a small 

section of earlier and Nazi era revenues. This lot is a treasure trove for the specialist. 

Clean and generally F-VF. (Est $700-900)

350

German Covers

378 C Germany Scott C28, C29, C31, C36 Flown Zeppelin Cover - 1932 South American flight. 

Attractive 4 color franking that includes VF 2m Ultra C36 Zeppelin stamp. On Board 

stamp cancellations and green special confirmation postmark. Minor creases at top.  

(Sieger177Aa  135€)

P 30

379 C Germany Scott C36, C37 Flown Zeppelin Cover - 1929 Mittelmeer flight. 

Friedrichshafen canceled stamps with clear special confirmation postmark. Sevilla 

backstamp. Cover addressed to Ohio. Some cancellation ink transfer on face. F- VF (Est 

$50-80) 

P 26

380 C Germany Scott C36 on Flown Zeppelin Postcard - 1928 Graf Zeppelin America Flight. 

2m Ultra Air Mail with Nurnberg cancel and appropriate confirming and receiving 

postmarks. Postal card has very slightly rounded corners. Nice example. FVF (Sieger 21A  

100€)

26

381 C Germany Scott C37 on Flown Zeppelin Cover - 1929 Graf Zeppelin America Flight. 4m 

Black Brown C37 with On Board cancel. Blue special confirmation postmark. New York 

receiving postmark. Toning along the top of the envelope. FVF (Sieger 27B  $100)

26

382 C Germany Scott C45 on Flown Graf Zeppelin 1933 Chicago Flight Cover - Edge faults at 

right, stamp F-VF. Nice cover. (Seiger 238Cba,  €700)

P 170

German Areas

383 */o French Zone Mint and Used Accumulation - organized and identified accumulation of 

the Coat of Arms, Baden, Rhine-Palatinate and Wurttemberg. Hundreds in singles, sets 

and souvenir sheets mounted on pages, in glassines and on stock sheets. Gutter 

varieties, strips and blocks. Several covers also. Better items seen with overall condition 

averaging F-VF and better.  (Est $250-300)  

120

Berlin

385 ** 9N42-9N60 MNH, F-VF, complete set - 1949 Buildings and Landmarks.  (SCV $550) 85

386 ** 9N61-9N63 MNH, VF, complete set - 1949 Goethe and Iphigenie set. (SCV $240) 46
387 ** 9N68, 9N69 MNH, F-VF to VF, 1950 single stamps, Statue of Atlas, New York and Albert Lortzing.  

(SCV $120)

18

388 ** 9NB1-3 MNH, F-VF, complete set - 1929 Berlin Bear (SCV $250) 38
389 ** 9NB3a MNH, VF, souvenir sheet, a few small toning spots and a very minor paper crease in 

lower right - 1929 Berlin Bear (SCV $1200)

180

390 ** 9NB3a MNH, F-VF souvenir sheet, tone spots - "Berlin Bear" (SCV $1200) 300
391 ** 9NB4-5 MNH, F-VF complete set, ink transfer on 9NB5 back.  (SCV $110) 16
392 ** Mi MH1 Mint complete booklet (6 panes with interleaving). Superb condition. (Mi €700) P 85

393 * Berlin and French Zone Mint Remainder Collection - Mint collection in a Davo album 

that begins with the first three overprinted sets, complete. No certs included. Many 

other complete sets and singles to 1990, most NH. Considerable strength in French 

Zone material, especially Baden and Wurttemberg. Well worth review.   (Est $400-600)

200
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394 */o AMG Bankers Box w/ Specialty Collection/Accumulation - couple binders and a 

handful of loose Jos Bush pages with various types of the AMG American issues. Binders 

have some duplication for study and look for errors, paper types, and other varieties. 

There are multiples, usually corner blocks of 25 along with reference books on both 

London and Brunswick printings and the Vallancey's book. Examine. (Est $200-300) 

(shipping wt 15#)

80

395 ** AMG Travel Permit Stamps - 4 Different, MNH, F-VF, some duplication, total of 11 

stamps in lot, MNH, F-VF (Est $75-125)

24

GDR

396 */o Mint and Used Accumulation with Varieties - Bankers Box with 3 large binders and 1 

Lindner album. Stamps mounted on album pages and on stock pages. Lot includes 

singles, sets, souvenir sheets, blocks, sheets, booklets, mini-sheets, strips and other 

unusual items. Overall condition FVF and better. (Est $400-500)(shipping wt 25#)

200

397 * DDR Mint Collection in 3 Lighthouse Albums - 1949 to 1990 neatly mounted in 3 clean 

Lighthouse albums. Needs most souvenir sheets and a handful of sets to complete. 

Much useful material or a great collection to add to. (Est $300-375) (shipping wt 20#) 

150

Saar

398 ** B64a VF, MNH, Flood Relief souvenir sheet (SCV $800) P 160
399 */o Saar Mostly Mint Collection in Binder With Varieties - starts in 1920 with singles, sets, 

many gutter varieties and full sheets. Material mounted on album pages, in glassines 

and stock pages. Includes French Administration, French Protectorate, German 

Administration, Semi-Postals, Air Mail and Officials. Overall a F-VF lot.  (Est $350-450)

170

Great Britain and Areas

400 o 1 Used, F-VF for issue, cut close on right side with Red Maltese Cross cancel (SCV $320) P 50

401 ** 

FDC

Dealers Stock of MNH New Issues and FDC's - MNH material mainly from 2008-2011, 

on sales pages in 2 small binders and in glassines. Lot also includes Post Office 

presentation packs and 79 FDC's. Slight duplication. Very clean stock, ready for sale or 

to go directly in your collection. Overall condition, VF. (SCV $2806.60)

500

402 ** Great Britain Mint Accumulation - mostly 1980's accumulation of about 100 MNH 

blocks of 4 to 10. Values to 2£ (in block of 8). Clean lot! (Face £120)

60

403 C Stampless Folded Letter Sent Free Frank to Ireland (1795) - from London on May 28, 

1795, and received on Dublin, Ireland on May 31, 1795. Full contents inside. Broken 

wax seal from opening, otherwise fine condition.

20

404 C Liverpool Stampless Ship Letter Sent From Boston to London, 1818  - cover dated Jan 

7, 1818 originating in Boston. Sent by a member of the American Board of 

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, carried by private trader, handstamped boxed 

Liverpool/Ship Letter, backstamped Feb 7 1818. Good condition with stains from 

missing seal and soiling likely due to age. Interesting item! (Est $50-100)

30

405 o Greece Scott 8 used, fine, Imperf, 1l Choc, brnish. Without figures on back. Close cut at 

top. (SCV $490)

55
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Hong Kong

406 ** 308a MNH, VF, souvenir sheet (SCV $125) 18
407 ** 502c MNH, VF, souvenir sheet, inscribed "1990". (SCV $110) 14
408 ** Mostly Modern Mint Accumulation - stock pages holding mostly modern stamps, 

blocks, coil strips, souvenir sheets, some with sensible duplication. Owners older cat 

value was over $3500. Spot checked a few items and found these to be MNH. Also part 

of the mix are frama labels, postal stationary, and booklets. Very clean throughout and 

well worth considering. (Est $750-1000)

400

409 ** Mint Accumulation of Gutter Pairs and Blocks  - Hundreds of more modern identified 

mint gutter pairs and blocks. Many interesting selvage varieties seen. All material is on 

stock sheets and in glassines. Spot checking showed all MNH. Overall condition VF. (Est 

$275-350)

140

410 ** Modern MNH Lunar New Year Accumulation - VF singles, sets, souvenir sheets, blocks 

and booklets span the years 1967 to 2000. Clean material on stock sheets ready for 

your collection or retail. (2012 SCV $1580.20)

170

411 FDC Modern First Day Cover Accumulation - 1997 stamp and souvenir sheet issues on 17 

different, unaddressed FDS's. Colorful and attractive covers on #10 and larger 

envelopes. Duplication of 4 each.  (Est $60-90)

30

India

412 */o/C Mint, Used and Cover Accumulation - 400-500 stamps from the 1970's to mid 1990's in 

glassines and on stock pages. Many mint sets and singles in the $3-$8 range. 15 earlier 

to modern covers included. Nice, varied grouping to help build a collection. Overall 

condition F-VF. (Owner's SCV $750+)

140

413 C First Aerial Post Cover, Feb 18, 1911 to Allahabad, India - Cover has appropriate back 

cancels, magenta cancel, opened at left, upper left corner fault, and perimeter wear. 

Much modern documentation regarding the first official airmail flights in 1911 included. 

(Est $500-700)

P 100

Ireland

414 * 117 MH, just fine, high value in set (SCV $175) 22
415 o Used Of Paper Conglomeration Sorted in Glassines - all identified in glassines going to 

year 2007, Much duplication throughout, and back of the book is also included in 9 long 

dealer red boxes. There is a binder with dealer pages holding some higher Scott value 

mint items, like coil strips and gutter pairs. Mixed condition likely in the multitudes of 

used stamps. Owner's SCV is $164,910, but opening at a small fraction. Great lot for the 

packet-maker! (shipping wt 24#)

3300

416 * Collection of Gutter Pairs - Nice, clean accumulation on stock pages, all identified by 

Scott numbers. Catalog exceeds $250 but the Hibernian catalog, which adds the 

premium for gutter pairs is around €545, with much not counted. Looks like mostly one 

of a kind with some multiples in blocks. Mostly MNH, F-VF. (Est $100-150)

50

417 ** Modern MNH Acummulation in Binder - Mid 1990's to early 2000's singles, sets, 

souvenir sheets and booklets. About 95 separate items with minor duplication. Also 

includes MNH C1-C7, just because. VF lot. (SCV $500+) 

75

418 C Stampless Folded Free Frank Letter -  sent from Dublin on Dec 5, 1779. Received in 

London Dec 14. Here is great example of early British postal markings. There is a 4 page 

letter inside the cover sheet. Condition fine but there are some repairs.  

30
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Israel

419 ** 10-14, 16 MNH, F-VF complete set with tabs with key souvenir sheet (SCV $280) 40

420 ** 27 MNH, F-VF gutter block with tabs, well-centered, rough perfs around perimeter. MNH. 

(SCV $172)

30

421 */o Highly Specialized Collection to 1971  - Mostly mint with only the occasional used 

stamp, many gutter pairs and strips (Note Scott 10-14), a couple Scott 16 souvenir 

sheets, Scott 9 MH w/o tab, Scott C1-6 with tabs, and much more. Stamps are mounted 

on White Ace pages, but collector also added stock pages with additional eye-catching 

items throughout. Expect some duplication, some in various formats. Mostly F-VF with 

occasional fault. (Est $300-400)

150

422 */o Dealer Show Stock in 5 Small Binders - Early to modern mostly mint, w/Tab material in 

singles, sets, souvenir sheets and blocks. Highlighted by Scott 10-4 MNH w/tabs, and 3x 

Scott 16 MNH. All on sales pages include other better items. Mostly F-VF+. (Est $400-

600)

150

423 * Revenue Collection/Accumulation - Minkus pages along with a few 100 stamps, mostly 

identified, on stock pages to mount. Appears to be a nice variety with some duplication. 

This would be a great addition to any Israel collection. Mostly F-VF, and mint. (Est $90-

120)

44

Italy and Areas

424 */o/C BOB, Revenues and More Accumulation - Group of 200+ items on stock sheets. 

Document with revenues, cinderellas and stationary, specialized lot of the workers issue 

(Scott 90-108), stamps are MNH on what was checked, includes complete set spread 

over 2 first day covers, plating and cancel studies of Scott 103 (50c value), all on Joseph 

Bush pages. Mostly F-VF, check it out. (Est $100-150)

40

425 */o Error and Variety Lot - Specialty album pages with mint and used, Scott 439 and 440 

errors and varieties. Several pages that include imperfs, double print, mis-perf and perf 

varieties and background omitted. There is also an example on cover. A stock sheet has 

duplication in glassines. F-VF overall.(Est $40-60)

20

Italy-Trieste

426 * C13-6 MVLH, F-VF complete set (SCV $480) 55
427 ** Q10 MNH, fine (SCV $575) 60
428 ** Q12 MNH, VF with bottom selvage. "Signed" back. (SCV $200) 30
429 */o AMG Massive Holding in Bankers Box - consists of 5 binders with specialized album 

pages and stock pages loaded with varieties and collectors duplicates, and a file box of 

items yet to be mounted, plenty of gutter pairs, and some better items bought at 

auction. One of the binders holds fiscal, commercial, and stock transfer stamps. Spotted 

items to $500 cat value, many complete sets, many better, clean, quality lot with just 

minimal flaws. Take some time with this lot as viewing is recommended. (Est $1000-

1500)(shipping wt 22#)

500

430 * Accumulation of Mostly MNH Sets and Singles - stockpages filled with stamps in 

glassines starting around Scott 30 and including back of the book. There is mild 

duplication, glassines all cataloged years ago and are higher now. Appears clean and 

mostly F-VF with some varieties noted. Examine and come up with the right bid. (Est 

$150-200)

75

431 * Mint Accumulation in a Binder -  all in glassines on stockpages; spotted sets like Scott 1-

14, 58-69 (x2), 90-108, with some duplication and incomplete sets. The previous owner 

identified some varieties which adds to the appeal. Much is MNH, but as in these issues, 

the gum is sometimes typically dry. High catalog value in mostly F-VF condition. (SCV 

$150-200)

80
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Italy-Trieste (cont'd)

432 */o/C AMG Exhibit -  Well researched and displayed 57 page exhibit. Includes many 

interesting usages and varieties with gutter pairs, postal stationary, FDC's, different 

watermarks and printings, plus much more. Many better items seen for getting started 

or for the advanced collector alike. Take a look. (Est $200-250)

100

433 */o Venezia Giulia Accumulation in a Bankers Box - 2 binders, one binder of Italian AMG 

VG with several better items noticed including inverted overprints, fiscals, and 

revenues. The other binder with similar content with some Austria AMG material 

including Scott 1N11a block of 16, ILNC6 block of 4 and many items identified in 

glassines on stock pages waiting for incorporation to advance your collection. Also 

includes some specialty catalogs, handbooks, blank Jos Bush pages, and other 

literature/pricelists. Please review. (Est $150-300)(shipping wt 23#)

80

Japan

434 */o Japan and Japanese Occupation Accumulation - Small mint/used accumulation of 

several 100 mostly Japan singles, sets, souvenir sheets with some occupation (mostly 

Malayan States). Some better $20+ items spotted, but mixed condition should be 

noted. Interesting group. (Est $75-125)

40

435 381a//449 All Mint Accumulation except 381a souvenir sheet. Remaining material in singles and 

Scott numbers 417, 444 and 445 in full sheets of 30. Singles in duplication up to 10. Lot 

appears NH, however, there are condition issues of overall toning, toning spots and perf 

separations on the sheets. F-VF and better. (SCV $455)

60

436 * Jordan Scott 306-318 MH, F-VF complete set (SCV $105.85) 24

Korea

437 ** 80-4 MNH, VF complete set in pairs (SCV $500) P 95
438 * 132-73,          

154a-155a

Complete set, some are MNH. Scott #136 has a fault at bottom. Includes additional 

blocks of 4 of Scott 132-3 and additional 154a-155a. (Est $200-300)

80

439 ** 132-173 MNH VF Imperf souvenir sheets of 2 (21 sheets), whereas one of the two Italy varieties 

not included.  (SCV $1300)

400

440 (*) 202A var Michel Block 60, souvenir sheet issued 1954, mint no gum as issued. Excellent condition 

but there are minor diagonal bends along with a couple inclusions. (Michel catalog 

value €500)

70

441 (*) 203 var Michel Block 61, souvenir sheet issued 1954, mint no gum as issued. Excellent 

condition! (Michel catalog value €400)

55

442 (*) 204-5 var Michel Block 73-74, souvenir sheets (2) issued 1954, mint no gum as issued, without any 

hinge marks. Superb condition. (Michel catalog value €800)

100

443 (*) 206-8 var Michel Block 75-77,  (3) souvenir sheets issued 1954 showing Presidents Rhee and 

Eisenhower shaking hands. Mint no gum as issued and MNH, Scott unlisted. Sheets each 

have lower right creases, otherwise this is a nice clean set. (Michel catalog value €1350)

170

444 (*) 218-9 var Michel Block 85-86, complete set of 2 souvenir sheets issued 1955, mint no gum as 

issued. Excellent condition but there are a couple minor diagonal bends on 40h value, 

mentioned for accuracy. (Michel catalog value €840)

110
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Korea (cont'd)

445 ** 353a-5a,      

353b-5b

MNH, F-VF souvenir sheets + varieties, both Korean and English varieties (SCV $240), 

then the variety of these souvenir sheets with missing "E" from "POSTAGE". All are 

MNH, with a couple minor gum bends on the 2 higher values. Varieties are Michel Block 

173IIF - 175IIF, as well as mentioned in Scott. (SCV $600)

90

446 **  C23-C26,         

C27-C30

MNH complete airmail sets, couple gum bends, rough or plugged perfs. (SCV $652.50) 85

447 * File Box Loaded with Mint Stamps/Souvenir Sheets in Glassines - Many 100's of 

glassines identified with Scott numbers and old catalog values (mid 1990's) which is low 

compared to today. Great variety of stamps, souvenir sheets, and booklets, with just 

occasional duplication. Runs to about 1998 and would greatly enhance a mint collection 

or dealer stock. Mostly F-VF. (Est $400-600)

240

448 ** Fabulous Higher Value MNH Lot with Some Duplication - Included are Scott 212Fa (x2) 

booklet panes, 286a, 427, 433a, 434-43, 439a-43a, 552-63, 552a-63a, 579-579a (x2), 

713a (x2, one with minor wrinkles), 756-80, 781a-94a, and 844a (x4), All MNH, F-VF. 

(SCV $1925)

260

449 * File Box Loaded with Mint Booklets and Souvenir Sheets in Glassines - Several 100 

items in a file box containing mostly modern stamps, souvenir sheets, and booklets, all 

purchased and priced in the 1990's. Mostly MNH, F-VF material throughout. Good 

variety, great topical content, with some duplication possible. Good to add to your 

dealer stock or your collection. Take a look! (Est $300-500)

150

450 */o Back of the Book Accumulation on Stockpages - Nice mint and used accumulation of all 

back of the book - Semi-postal and airmail singles, sets, souvenir sheets, part sheets and 

some full sheets all on stock pages in glassines in a binder. Total catalog value exceeds 

$2000 so there are some better items. Expect some minor duplication, an occasional 

fault, and a little North Korea along for the ride. (Est $300-500) 

150

451 * Laos Mostly Unused Collection/Accumulation in 2 Binders Mostly unused collection in 

black stock pages. Lots of basic stamps but the real interest is in the harder to find 

specialty items like gutter pairs, sheetlets of 10, and imperfs. A second binder contains 

souvenir sheets, corner blocks and a few covers. First booklet (mentioned in Scott with 

Scott 1-17, C2-4, and J1-6 issued 1951) is present but glassine interleaving is stuck to 

sheetlets (SCV $300). Many nice items throughout which could enhance your collection. 

Much is MNH, mostly F-VF, and minimal faults. (Est $200-300)

100

452 * Latvia Collection/Accumulation of Mostly Mint to 2000's - Kabe hingeless w/slipcase to 

1994 holds most of the value with unused Scott 9-16, 17-24, 49-51, 95-9, 101-10, 113-

31, B66-71, B72-81, CB3-5, CB3a-5a, CB9-13, and more with some being MNH. There is 

also a small box with new issues in glassines as purchased, an envelope of a few dozen 

modern FDC's and a binder with additional newer issues and covers. A beginning of a 

comprehensive collection worth considering. Mostly F-VF throughout, but an occasional 

fault lurks. (Est $500-750)(shipping wt 15#)

325

Libya

453 * 52a MH, fine, Perf 11 variety (SCV $475) 70
454 * 54a MH, fine, Perf 11 variety (SCV $140) 18
455 o CE1-2 Used, F-VF complete airmail special delivery (SCV $140) 28
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456 * Liechtenstein Scott 316a//1203-1205 Mint Accumulation of (60) mostly different full 

sheets in stock pages. Most appear MNH. A few better seen in the $20 to $40 range. 

Overall lot condition is VF. (Est $100-150)

50

457 ** Macao Newer Issue Accumulation - 1995, 1996 and 1997 singles, complete sets and 

souvenir sheets in glassines.  MNH, mostly VF. (SCV $300+)

75

458 **/C Mexico Scott 896a and C234a souvenir sheets and FDC's, SCV $135 (sheets). Lot 

includes FDC's with all six issues from each sheet. Some minor condition issues with 

each of the four items. (Est $40-60)

20

459 ** Monaco Michel 1223 MNH VF mini-sheet of one. Stamp is Scott 1021, however, sheet 

not listed in Scott. (Mi €700)

90

460 */C Netherlands Scott 332-335, 336-339, 2 Sets Each MNH and MH. Issued in 1952. Scott 

336-339 included the ticket price for admission to the International Postage Stamp 

Centenary Exhibition. 2 tickets included with the lot. Also included is a registered cover 

with 332-334. Stamps F-VF+. (SCV $199.20)

38

461 * Netherlands Indies Scott 5-12 and 15-26 MH, F-VF complete sets (1943). Some back 

faults, ink transfer and owners marks. Please examine. (SCV $149.90) 

26

462 * Norfolk Islands Mint Accumulation in Glassines - several 100 glassines with singles, 

sets, and souvenir sheets. Appears to be all different (with a few in multiples), mostly (if 

not all) MNH, along with a couple aerograms. Nice lot, mostly F-VF or better. (Est $100-

150) 

50

463 */FDC Norway Scott 337//339, 340//342 MH, VF complete sets plus FDC's (1955). Stamps 

hinged to quadrille album page along with an exposition souvenir card. SCV $123.60 

(for stamps). Lot also includes a FDC for each set. (Est $50-70)

24

464 * Papua New Guinea Scott 122-136 MH, F-VF complete set (SCV $85) 16

Pitcairn Islands

465 * Mint Accumulation - Mostly MNH singles, sets, souvenir sheets and booklets in 

glassines and dealer sheets. Accumulation starts with Scott 1-8 and runs to the 1990's. 

Appears to be about 300-400 stamps. Much useful material for this popular collecting 

area. Mostly F-VF or better(Est $275-350)

140

466 * Mint Collection in a Seven Seas Album -  Nice collection goes to 1995 with a few 

unmounted in the back on a stockpage and in glassines. Mostly MNH with a high level 

of completion. Mostly F-VF or better. (SCV $500+)

75

467 ** Portugal Newer Issue Accumulation - mid 1990's singles, complete sets and souvenir 

sheets. Lot includes a few sets and souvenir sheets from Madeira and Azores for the 

same period. A handful of 1980 material also seen. Stamps are in glassines and dealer 

sales sheets. (SCV $295+)

70

468 ** Qatar Scott 91-98 MNH, VF blocks of 4, complete set, several blocks with minor black 

overprint ink transfer. (SCV $158)

30

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website

www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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469 */o Romania Accumulation in Dealer "102" Sales Cards -  Two Box accumulation of singles 

and sets from the early 1950's to the to the mid 90's. All stamps are identified.  

Considerable NH material seen with much for the topical collector also. Some 

duplication and spot checking has the overall condition to be F-VF or better. (SCV 

$3374.60)

325

Russia

470 */o Collection on Pages in 9 Binders - Nice clean collection hinged on what may be home 

made pages, mostly CTO, with some loose in an large baggie waiting to added. Likely 

over 1000 stamps, all different with many complete sets. Good start to a Russia 

collection. All neatly presented in 9 one-inch binders. (Est $150-250) (shipping wt. 33#)

50

471 */o Russia Accumulation in a Large Box - Hugh accumulation of mostly used/CTO singles, 

sets, souvenir sheets in various formats. There are 9 dealer counter books and a couple 

dealer "102" boxes. Also spotted is a binder full of newer issues on black stockpages, 8 

packages of various Mystic type year sets, and much more creating a heavy lot. Several 

1000 stamps throughout with some in mixed condition. Worth a bid (or two)! (Est $300-

400)(shipping wt 40#)

170

472 */o Republics and Occupation Collection - several 100 in a Scott Specialty album on Scott 

pages (some are computer generated). Armenia, Azerbaijan, Batum, Far Eastern 

Republic, Georgia, various Russian Offices are all represented. Many sound stamps, 

many signed, some likely suspect, an excellent collection to build on. Worth careful 

consideration. Examine. (Est $600-900)

300

473 * St. Pierre and Miquelon Scott 79-109 MH, F-VF complete set of 32 stamps spanning the 

years 1909 to 1930. Mostly MLH.(SCV $135.55)

26

San Marino

474 * 4 Unused, avg-fine, disturbed gum. Some gum toning also. (SCV $180) 24
475 * 7 MH, fine, small toning spots and a few short perfs. (SCV $350) 44

476 * 17 MHR, fine, a few short perfs. (SCV $925) P 100

Singapore

477 ** 106a MNH, VF souvenir sheet, barely noticeable tiny spot on face at bottom toward right. 

(SCV $700) 

P 110

478 * 141a MLH,  VF souvenir sheet. Some gum toning, tiny toning spots and minor wrinkles on 

back. (SCV $130)

20

Spain

479 * 776-9 MH, VF Imperf complete set (1950) hinged to quadrille album page. (SCV $118) 20
480 *  B47-B53 MH, F-VF complete set (SCV $102) 18

481 C Switzerland Accumulation of First Day Cards (1960's-1970's) -  several 100 folded first 

day cards as issued by the Swiss government. Clean variety with duplication. As used 

sets, the owner's SCV is over $1100. (Est $200-300) (shipping wt 15#)

100

482 * Thailand Scott C3-4, C6-7 MH F-VF, partial set, higher values. Some gum toning and gum 

wrinkles. (SCV $128.50)

22

THERE IS A BUYER'S PREMIUM OF 15%
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483 * Tristan da Cuhna Mint Accumulation - hundreds of 1970's to 90's mostly MNH singles, 

sets and souvenir sheets in glassines. Identified by Scott number. Nice material for the 

country or topical collector. (Est $180-220)

90

484 * Turks Islands Scott 15 MH average-fine for issue. Surcharged 1/2 on 1sh violet  (SCV 

$140)

18

485 */o Ukraine and Western Ukraine Collection - several 100 in a Scott album on Scott pages 

but computer generated pages. One of the nicest collections from this area that we 

have come across. Different regional issues, occupation, military, and more. Although 

many Trident overprints are likely suspect, there are a great variety, all neatly mounted 

and somewhat identified. Some mixed condition. Please examine. (Est $500-1000)

200

Vatican City

486 o C33a Used, VF, rare perf 14, neat cancel on nicely centered stamp, slight toning lower right. 

(SCV $1200)

P 200

487 Aerogramme/Postal Card Collection - Comprehensive in Vario stock pages in binder, 

several dozen unused. Owner included a 2003 price list that reflects considerable value. 

Couple first days and mild duplication. 1950's to 2002. Then there are about two dozen 

postcards also with some duplication. Spotted a couple Italian State folded pieces too. 

Clean lot but many of the aerograms have been folded if this matters to you. (Est $100-

150)

30

Worldwide Collections by Area

Asia

488 */o Asian Bankers Box Full - includes 6 stock books (32 page) full of Japan where collector 

assembled mostly used stamps longside the Japan catalog descriptions. A mint sheet file 

with lots of Japan face value, although lower yen values. There are also 3 white boxes 

full of a nice variety of Asian material (but again mostly Japan), dealer binder full for 

Japan (significant face although lower yen values). Plenty here to go through, some 

mixed condition. Examine. (Est $400-600) (shipping wt 25#)

300

489 ** Mostly Newer MNH VF Accumulation -  contains mostly Republic of China and PRC 

material in glassines and dealer sales cards. Sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Some 

better items seen. Also includes small amounts of Hong Kong and Thailand. A very nice 

mix with little to no duplication.  (Est $150-200)

90

British

490 ** British 1953 Coronation Set in MNH blocks common design Scott CD312 all apparently 

margin blocks in individual glassines. (SCV $276)

34

491 */o/C British Bankers Box Accumulation of Mostly Mint, FDCs, etc - with binders and a box 

where the best is Cook Islands with binder of Easter and binder of Christmas issues. 

There is a medium box loaded with issues still in glassines, first day issues, and more. 

Wide selection so viewing is recommended. Mostly F-VF throughout. (Est $250-

350)(shipping wt 19#)

130

492 * Australia/Christmas Islands Dealer Stock - Mostly modern singles, sets, souvenir 

sheets, booklets and a couple Maxi Cards, but it also includes a Australia Scott 2m, used 

wmk sideways ($325). Clean, F-VF+, mostly MNH. (Est $250-350)

110
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British (cont'd)

493 */o Bankers Box of Binders with Stockpages - Lots of stamps filling manila stock pages 

include Great Britain (several), Ireland, Malaya, New Zealand. Folders lots of India, some 

Canada, more Great Britain. Lots of mostly used stamps to go through on a raining day, 

mixed condition. Examine. (Est $300-400)(shipping wt 26#)

200

494 */o British Colonies Dealer Stock in 7 Dealer Counter Books - containing sales pages with 

singles, sets, and souvenir sheets from a vast array of British nations. Mostly MNH with 

moderate duplication of a some items. The previous owner had a stated catalog value 

of $1700 back in 2005. Some mixed condition, but mostly sound throughout. (Est $200-

300) (shipping wt 11#)

130

495 * Royalty Accumulation From Commonwealth Countries - three volume, (2 stockbooks, 

1 binder) collection of mostly MNH singles, sets and souvenir sheets. Material includes 

Silver Jubilee items from many countries plus more.(Est $120-150)

60

Europe

496 ** Baltic and Russian Republic Accumulation in Fat Binder - Over a dozen countries are 

represented in this accumulation of some older issues, many newer issues, large 

multiples, souvenir sheets, more. Owner priced in the 1990's and many may have 

increased in value due to topical content. 100's of items with several better noticed like 

Albania Scott 298 and 393a. In addition, countries like Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia, 

Kyrgystan, Ukraine, and a couple more are included. Some of the material was 

purchased in quantity from a new issue wholesaler, so there is some duplication. Mostly 

F-VF, clean MNH material. (Est $250-350)

130

497 */o Latvia/Lithuania/Estonia Mostly Modern Accumulation - Stock pages of Lithuania, 

Latvia, and Lindner pages holding Estonia. Mostly modern but there is a binder with 

some old Latvia in multiples along with some singles. There are also some album pages 

to mount your Lituania and Latvia modern treasures. Old stamps mixed condition, 

modern mostly MNH, F-VF. Examine. (Est $75-125)

40

Worldwide Collections/Boxlots

498 */o 10 Volume A-Z Collection with over 60,000 Stamps  - 10 albums (varying brands) with 

both Harris and sometimes Minkus pages covering the world with US and UN. Some 

countries are missing (Asian). Owner's count of 60K stamps, some with countries (like 

Germany) go into the 1990's. Good collection to add to and continue, or subtract from 

for your own albums. Some mixed condition and offered at far less than a penny a 

stamp! (Est $800-1200)(shipping wt 103#)

450

499 */o Bankers Box Filled with 1000's - Tremendous amount of stamps on and off paper, in 

glassines, in bundles, in packets. Mixed. Examine. (Est $100-150)(shipping wt 17#)

50

500 */o Consignment Remainder in a Bankers Box - accumulation mint and used, mostly 

foreign. Highlights include a Penny Black (with a thin), some nice Iceland on black 

stockpages, a couple of smaller boxes with value, an envelope of unused on-paper USA 

stamps and another with high denomination on-paper used stamps. Generally sound 

with some mixed condition, please examine. Our low opener could spur some activity! 

(Est $150-250) (shipping wt 23#)

75

501 */o Consignment Remainder in a Medium Box - USA, UN, and some foreign Mostly first 

days, some postcards, and foreign and US stamps. Also a United Nations collection with 

a mint Scott #38. Some mixed condition but mostly F-VF throughout Take a look! (Est 

$50-75)

24
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Worldwide Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

502 */o Stuffed Boxes with Thousands of Worldwide - Three shoebox sized boxes filled with 

mint and used mostly in glassines. Sorted by country. Very wide variety of countries 

represented. Earlier to modern pocket of used USA. If you've got the time, the value 

could really add up. Some duplication and condition issues as expected. Worth a look. 

(Est $250-300)

120

Foreign Collections/Boxlots

503 */o Bankers Box Loaded with Country Collections - about 100 foreign country collections 

and lots sleeved and priced. Some are one page lots, some are on album pages in 

folders. Original total retail is about $2900 (catalog value much higher), with individual 

retail prices to about $100. Many different countries represented. Mixed condition. 

Ready for retail! (Est $400-600) (shipping wt 25#)

300

504 */o Foreign Stamps on Album & Stock Pages, Dealer Cards, Etc. - Bankers box loaded with 

a tremendous amount of stamps to go through on a rainy evening, lots of different 

countries represented, likely some sleepers, some mixed condition, examine. (Est $300-

400) (shipping wt 15#)

200

505 */o Bankers Box Loaded with Foreign Stamps - on album & stockpages, glassines.  Plenty of 

fun and value, with duplication and some mixed condition. Take a look! (Est $600-800) 

(shipping wt 26#)

400

506 */o Bankers Box Loaded with Foreign Stamps - Huge accumulation all on stock pages, in 

folders, etc. Spotted sections of French Colonies, Germany on stock pages and album 

pages, Dom Republic and Honduras on album pages.Plenty of early Russia, Switzerland, 

along with a U.S. Scott 1909 flown cover. (Est $500-600)(shipping wt 26#)

300

507 */o Bankers Box Loaded with Foreign Stamps on Stock Pages, Glassines, More - Lots here 

in glassines, on stockcards, on dealer pages and cards, and a stockbook loaded with 

stamps. Mixed countries and condition. Examine. (Est $400-600)(shipping wt 21#)

200

508 ** Binder with  Modern French Colony Die Proofs -  86 different on dealer pages. 

Identified by stamp Scott number. Countries include Benin, Cameroun, Congo, 

Dahomey, Djibouti, Togo plus many others. MNH VF clean lot with beautiful 

impressions. (Est $80-100)

40

509 */o Dozen Dealer Counterbooks - Singles, sets from various countries with focus on Ireland, 

Italy, GB, and more. Mixed condition, duplication. Examine. (Est $100-200)(shipping wt 

19#)

120

510 */o Foreign Accumulation in Large Box - worldwide assortment in 3 shoe boxes, 2 file 

boxes, and a dealer red box. Many 1000's of mostly familiar stamps sorted by country. 

Mixed condition, but mostly nice collectable stamps. Should keep a worldwide collector 

busy for awhile. (Est $100-150)(shipping wt 18#)

50

511 */o Foreign Bankers Box - about a dozen different stockbooks, binders, and some folders all 

set up by country. Finland, Belgium, Bohemia/Moravia, a native Bulgarian album, and a 

sparsely filled South Africa specialized album are all represented along with stockpages 

and stockbooks of general worldwide. Mixed condition throughout, examine. (Est $200-

300)(shipping wt 31#)

100

512 */o Foreign Bankers Box Filled with Stockbooks and Collections - About a dozen stock 

books/collections await you. Just a lot (1000's++) of stamps, mint and used, many 

different countries. Some mixed condition, so please examine. Buy it now and save it 

for a winter evening! (Est $75-125)(shipping wt 36#)

40
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Foreign Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

513 */o Foreign Bankers Box Full of Collections  - about a half dozen individual collections 

within this boxlot... Some highlights include a Great Britain Scott Specialty to 1973 with 

several stamps and worthwhile to continue, an old Modern Stamp Album with likely 

1000 stamps (looks unpicked), an old turn of (last) century foreign album with high 

catalog early issues that has been picked but alot remains, a huge binder with D-F 

countries on stockpages, and others. Some mixed condition. Lots to pick from. Take a 

look! (Est $300-400)(shipping wt 31#)

200

514 */o Foreign Bankers Box Loaded with Dealer Counterbooks, Folders - about a dozen dealer 

counterbooks with many better spotted. Books include some Scandinavia, Israel (note 

couple better early sets), Brazil, Balkans, more.  Folders with many other countries and 

a Hungary binder with more. Several 1000 stamps awaiting someone's time to go 

through. Many 1000's, mixed condition throughout. Take a look! (Est $300-

400)(shipping wt 26#)

200

515 */o Foreign Bankers Box Loaded with Stamps in Glassines, On Pages- several 1000 stamps 

somewhat sorted by country in glassines, on approval pages, loose, and some on paper. 

Lots to go through. Mixed condition throughout. (Est $100-200)(shipping wt 15#)

50

516 */o Foreign Bankers Box with Several Binders, Albums - Several 1000 foreign stamps 

throughout. The best is a Great Britain and British Europe Scott Specialty album (to 

1980's) with many GB sets. There is a 4 binder foreign collection with lots of stamps 

throughout. And finally a couple old Scott albums that are falling apart that have been 

picked over but many stamps remain (includes a Scott Brown). Although condition is 

somewhat mixed throughout, lots of pickings remain. Examine. (Est $250-300)(shipping 

wt 33#)

200

517 */o Foreign Dealer's  Counter Books with Better Singles and Sets - (2) 3 ring binders with 

mostly mint, earlier to modern material on dealer sales pages. 120+ sets and singles 

plus a few interesting covers. The majority is in the $20-$50 range. Little to no 

duplication and generally F-VF or better. (Est $500-650)

230

518 */o Foreign Inventory on Dealer 102 Cards... Over $46K Catalog Value - Higher end dealer 

stock of a couple 100 dealer 102 cards, mostly $10 up items with some over $2000+. 

Some dubious items  likely along with scattered faulty and duplication, but start bid 

takes this into consideration. Examine. Owner's catalog value $46450.90 with tape 

included.

1500

519 */o Foreign Mid 20th Century to Modern Mystery Box Lot - a White Ace Album box stuffed 

with mostly mint singles, sets, souvenir sheets, booklets plus more. A little bit of 

everything from a wide variety of countries. Most in glassines or on dealer sales pages. 

Nothing expensive but the catalog value might surprise. Take a look. (Est $150-200) 

75

520 * Foreign Mint Accumulation in a Bankers Box - loaded with mint singles, sets, and 

souvenir sheets from many different countries. Although much is identified in dealer 

cards and on dealer pages, there will be some work in organizing this holding. There is 

also a shoebox of Vatican in quantity but not figured for much value in our estimate, 

which is likely just a fraction of the overall potential catalog value. Likely some mixed 

condition but overall F-VF. Worth review and a bid! (Est $500-600)(shipping wt 17#)

250

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website

www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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Foreign Collections/Boxlots (cont'd)

521 */o Four Bankers Boxes with 22 Worldwide Albums - Many 1000's of stamps in 22 various 

worldwide albums. No rhyme or reason to each album as each seems to cover certain 

countries, some are labeled, some are not, some are filled with many stamps, some are 

sparse. Minkus and Harris pages in mostly Kenmore World albums but there are two 

Scott International albums, and a couple Harris albums. Please examine! (Est $1200-

1500) (shipping wt 138#)

800

522 * Large Worldwide Mostly Mint Gutter Pair Collection  - Unusual A-Z collection of gutter 

pairs with several better items spotted throughout. Most of the unused is MNH.  Could 

be a new collecting area or pick out what you want to spice up your own collections. 

Owner's catalog value is over $5000 with much not counted. There is a nice Australia 

section. Likely 1000 items all on stockpages in binders, loose but identified in glassines, 

and on pages all in 2 bankers boxes. (Est $1000-1500) (shipping wt 29#)

400

523 */o Massive Foreign Accumulation in a Bankers Box - thousands of foreign stamps in 

glassines and on cards. We didn't dig to the bottom so who knows what lurks, but we 

did spot occasional nuggets of value. Likely some mixed condition, but likely alot of F-VF 

stamps throughout. Wow! (Est $500-600)(shipping wt 26#)

300

524 */o Mostly Europe Box Lot of 17 Dealer Sales Binders - contains early to modern mint and 

used singles, sets, souvenir sheets and a few booklets. Binders include; Germany(2), 

DDR(3), Poland and General Government(2), Ireland and France. There are also 6 

binders filled with a variety of European countries and separate binders for South 

America and Africa. High overall catalog value with mostly lower to moderate value 

items with some better seen. Generally F/VF. Well worth a look. (Est $450-600) 

(shipping wt 26#)

220

525 */o Scott International Junior to 1940 - Loaded Foreign A-Z collection goes to 1940 with 

owner's catalog value of $17,700. Some mixed condition but within the several 1000 

stamps, there are many better items. Worth consideration. Appears to be unpicked. 

(Est $1000-2000)

650

526 */o Worldwide in 3 Binders  - holding stock pages filled with stamps, souvenir sheets, 

multiples, and a couple covers. Worth thorough review as you will see Netherlands 

Scott B144a-145a, Romania B21-4, CB20-1, C57 blue and red, Luxembourg 278-9, and 

France 615a sheet of 10 just to mention a few. A to Z countries, many larger items, 

mostly clean and MNH. Some of the earlier issues may be hinged or have some small 

faults. Lots to go through. (Est $500-700)(shipping wt 26#)

300

Topical Collections/Lots

527 ** Disney Accumulation on Dealer Pages - MNH stamp sets and souvenir sheets from a 

wide variety of countries. Clean, attractive material. Minor duplication. Fifteen large 

dealer sales pages and 2 stock pages. (Owners SCV $239)

42

528 */o Europa Related Topical Group  - couple dozen interesting Europa related items on 

stock pages in a binder. There are French imperfs, Belgium Scott 1269a black proof, 

Bulgarian souvenir sheets, some expo sheets, Great Britain locals, and more. Most F-VF 

or better. (Est $50-100) 

24

529 */o Great Britain and Commonwealth Mint Royalty Accumulation - excellent selection in 

singles, sets, and souvenir sheets. Items mounted on album pages, in glassines and on 

dealer sales pages. Much useful material with high retail value. A wide selection of 

countries with many hundred depicting the Queen, Princess Di, Prince Charles, William 

and Harry. A very clean grouping with overall condition VF. (Est $400-500)

200
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Topical Collections/Lots (cont'd)

530 */o Animals, Birds, Flowers and Butterflies  - mostly modern mint, many hundreds of these 

most popular topics in glassines and sales sheets. Nearly all are MNH sets, singles and 

souvenir sheets. Very nice selection within the animal stamps of cats, dogs, horses, plus 

many more. Beautiful Bird, Flower and Butterfly sets and sheets. Small grouping of used 

and CTO items included but not counted in the estimate. Overall condition VF. (Est $400-

500)

200

531 */o Nice Flag American Flag Topical Collection - USA and worldwide stamps having an 

American flag shown (or flown). Much is US due to the flag sets issued. Many of the perf 

varieties included for the "G" coils, Flag Over Porch, etc. Mint and used throughout, 

with a couple 100 foreign stamps on stock pages. Some mixed condition. Take a look! 

(Est $40-60)

20

532 ** Rattlesnake Island Imperf Sheet Accumulation -  9 Different MNH VF. 3 1970 Flowers, 3 

1973 Fish and 3 1976 Flags. (Est $80-100)

40

533 */C Rocket Mail Accumulation of Stamps and Covers Small grouping of late 1950's and 

early 60's Rocket Mail related, mostly German, souvenir stamp sheets, mini sheets, mint 

and flown cards. A nice clean lot of 13 different items. Stamps and sheets are MNH with 

a few having some toning. Take a look. (Est $60-90)

30

534 */C Space/ Astronaut Jerry Lineger Related Accumulation - Includes USA Scott 2841 in 

singles, blocks and miniature sheets on covers, and commemorative cards. The lot also 

has the Astronaut's official NASA photo, autographs on 3 covers and a mission group 

sticker. 24 (5 different) VF items with duplication. (Est $50-70)

24

535 */C Stamp on Stamp Topical Collection - mostly mint to the mid-1960's with stamps, sets, 

souvenir sheets, and covers (mostly first days). Note some better values like a full sheet 

of France Scott 615a, DDR Scott B21a, Luxembourg Scott 278-9 pair, and more. Clean, 

mostly hinged, mostly F-VF, with some faults noted. Take a look! (Est $150-200)

80

536 */o Winston Churchill Collection/Accumulation A variety of stamps and other items related 

to Churchill. Starts with a mint complete 1966 British Omnibus set (less French New 

Hebrides) on White Ace pages (SCV $240+), then some stamps and souvenir sheets on 

black stock pages and in a folder. A couple books also included: "Churchill on Courage" 

and"Finest Hour"(x2). Clean material needing some organization. Couple minor issues, 

but mostly F-VF. (SCV $75-100)

40

537 */o Zeppelin MH and Used Stamp Accumulation - sets and singles that include Italy 42-C47, 

Italy C66-72, Paraguay C54-C55, Brazil C29, Germany C36-(used) and private reprints of 

Germany C40-C42 in blocks of 4. POB on a few stamps. Centering is FVF overall. (Est $80-

100)

40

Worldwide Cover Lots/Accumulations

538 C Bankers Box Filled with Covers and Stationary - likely about 2000 items, spotted a bit 

of foreign covers amidst the USA covers, FDCs, and stationary (some in quantity), all in a 

bankers box. Likely over 2000 items. Some mixed condition but mostly clean. Good for 

the $1 table. (Est $150-200) (shipping wt 26#)

100

539 C Bankers Box Filled with Mostly Foreign Covers - likely around 2000 covers, some first 

days, some stationary. Mixed bag of countries and a bit of US, but appealing to 

customers if you have a dollar cover table. Please peruse! (Est $200-300)(shipping wt 

28#)

100

540 C Bankers Box Full of Covers - mostly foreign, some US, likely about 2000 covers from a 

good variety of countries, including USA. Great for your dollar table. Take a look! (Est 

$200-300)(shipping wt 23#)

100
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Worldwide Cover Lots/Accumulations (cont'd)

541 C Bankers Box Loaded with Worldwide Covers - loaded box with likely 2000 covers, 

postcards, postal stationary, first days, commercial covers, etc. We didn't dig too deep 

but did spot a great variety of different items. Great for your $1 table, but then again, 

they might be a better nugget or two within. Condition varies. (Est $200-300)(shipping 

wt 29#)

100

542 C Germany Mint and Used Cover and Card Lot in Bankers Box - mixed lot of several 

hundred earlier to modern covers, postal cards, postcards, FDC's and Commemorative 

First Day Cards. Many in sleeves and also in 3 cover binders. Small group of WWII 

Feldpost seen. Condition varies. (Est $150-200)(shipping wt 25#)

75

543 C Shoebox Full of Mostly Modern German Covers  - 125+ clean, sleeved mostly modern 

Germany and DDR material. A nice mix of personally used, Philatelic and FDC's. (Est $60-

80)

24

544 C Worldwide Cover Lot - bankers box with many 100's from different nations and time 

periods, some topicals, some postal stationary, some large size. Fun box to go through. 

Mixed condition. Examine. (Est $100-200)(shipping wt 14#)

50

545 C Worldwide Cover Lot  - couple 100 covers, mostly pre-1950, from a variety of nations. 

Some scattered better and interesting items, along with some postal cards in an album, 

and even a couple from Zambezia. Condition varies, examine. (Est $150-200)

80

546 C Worldwide Covers in a Bankers Box - loaded with likely about 2000 foreign covers, 

postcards, stationary, from many different countries and different time periods. we 

didn't dig too deep in this one but it appears to be great for your dollar table. (Est $200-

300)(shipping wt 27#)

100

Omnibus Collections

547 */o Bankers Box Filled with Mostly British Omnibus Topical Collections -  9 different 

binders/albums, some containing multiple Omnibus collections - spotted Red Cross, ITU, 

1953 Coronation (complete collection and almost complete collection), Commonwealth 

Day, almost complete collection of 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1980 Queen Mother, Royal 

Wedding, and several others. Mostly clean, mint, much MNH, and many complete on 

appropriate pre-printed or homemade pages.  (Est $300-400)(shipping wt 27#)

170

Worldwide Topical Cover Lots/Accumulations

548 C Worldwide Topical Cover Lot - medium size box containing a wonderful accumulation 

of several 100 mostly modern USA covers, mostly US, with some topical flair. The are 

several ACE covers, some first days (includes Scott 1909), a bunch of Obama 2009 

Inauguration, and many with just commemoratives on cover. A small handful of foreign 

covers are included. (Est $100-200)

26

Postcards

549 C Charles Lindbergh and The Spirit of St Louis - 1927 real photo in very good condition 

with some corner flaws and a fault at right. Attractive card. (Est $50-100)

24

550 C German Nazi Era Mint and Used Postcard Accumulation - Cigar box with 83 picture and 

postal cards with much Nazi and Hitler related. Some minor duplication. A few with 

condition issues but overall FVF and better. (Est $150-200)

75
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Postcards (cont'd)

551 C Large, Older Picture Postcard Accumulation  - large Box of 1100+, mostly US, picture 

postcards. Lot includes Linen, Chromes, foldouts and miniature cards. Also included are 

8 vintage lace-cut valentines. Some mixed condition but overall a very solid grouping.  

(Est $350-450) (shipping wt 15#)

180

552 C Dealer Stock in Two Long Storage Boxes  - 1874 sleeved and priced older postcards 

sorted by subject. Mint and used. Appears mostly US with scattered foreign noted. 

Topics include; Easter, Thanksgiving, group real photo, Christmas, New Year, Greetings, 

Birthday, Valentine, Performers, Century of Progress, Children and more. Clean lot, 

ready for sale. (Retail $3216)(shipping wt 27#)

650

553 C Shoebox of Mint and Used Foreign Picture Postcards - about 250, mostly sleeved with 

a nice variety of countries represented. Some interesting real photo noted. Condition 

varies. Generally from the earlier to mid 1900's. (Est $50-80)

26

554 C Small Early 1900's, Mostly USA Postcard Accumulation - about 60 Holiday, Sweetheart, 

Beautiful Ladies and a few real photo cards. All cards are sleeved. Condition varies. Take 

a look.(Est $60-90)

30

555 C Mostly Mint, Mostly USA Postcards - (3) large binders With approx. 600 appears to be 

earlier to mid 20th Century material. Nice selection of people, subjects, cities and 

states. Attractively presented on 4 pocket postcard pages. (Est $120-150) (shipping wt 

16#)

60

Ephemera/Unlisted/Cinderellas

556 Answer to Inquiry of Slave Trade - 1854 Document -The American Brig "Lawrence" 

sailed from New Orleans to Havana were it took on a new crew of mostly Cubans, 

reportedly because the were no American seamen to be had in the port. It then sailed 

empty for the coast of Africa in 1848. Due to the suspicious nature of an empty foreign 

manned vessel heading to Africa, the British captured the vessel and the crew as 

slavers. Eventually, due to lack of evidence, both the vessel and crew were released. 

This letter is from the former consul of the United States at Havana, Robert Campbell, 

answering the British inquiry of slave trading. He vouches for the fact than no American 

seamen were in the port at the time of departure and states that he did not find vessel 

suspicious in any way. The letter is embossed with the consular seal of London, where 

the consul was stationed in 1854. Another document relating to this incident can be 

found in the National Archives (Documents Relating to Foreign Affairs 1828-1861: 

Lawrence, Amer. Brig; Claim vs. Gr. Br., p880). This folded document is in very good 

condition, transcription of letter included. (Est $300-400)

200

557 Bankers Box with Seals, Labels, etc - 1000's in a bankers box - Christmas seals in sheets, 

anti-TB Mexico, Boys Town, Denmark Christmas, Washington Press collection, more. 

Mostly US, some early issues noted that are mounted on pages. Mixed condition 

throughout. (Est $50-75)(shipping wt 15#)

20

558 Boxlot of Interesting Documents, Letters and Other Misc. Ephemera - 60+ mostly USA 

items that include documents with revenues, company letters on business letterheads, 

checks, 1842 Way-Bill, Ration Books, Political related and much more. Some condition 

issues but a very interesting grouping. (Est $120-150)

60

559 Large Revenue Documents - Liquor, Cigars, Tobacco 1870-80's - Group of about 20 

revenue documents evenly split between liquor and cigar/tobacco all from the 1870-

80's. Good condition, remainder punched. (Est $75-100)

40

Note: Photos of all lots are shown on our website

www.sterlingkingbrookauctions.com
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560 USA and Foreign Cigarette and Product Premium Card Accumulation - Several hundred 

earlier collectors cards in a cigar box. Nice, colorful selection of subjects such as 

animals, ships, airplanes, military, sports, birds, plus more. Some mixed condition but 

generally FVF. (Est $50-100)

24

561 USA and Worldwide Cinderella, Revenues, Odd and Interesting Paper Items - An odd 

and eclectic mix of thousands of poster stamps, labels, seals, revenues, cigarette silks, 

trade cards, plus more. A great variety with pockets of duplication and some mixed 

condition. Examine and enjoy! (Est $450-550)

200

562 Worldwide Revenues, Cinderellas, Locals and More! Interesting accumulation of many 

hundreds of mint and used in a 3 ring binder. Cuba, Peru, earlier and Nazi era German 

revenues. Complete German Health Insurance cards with stamps. Locals, TB, poster 

stamps and much unlisted material. (Est $150-200)

75

Literature

563 "The United States Postage Stamps of the 19th Century", 3 Volumes by Brookman 

(1966-7), Very good condition with dust covers. Excellent reference books for the 19th 

century US specialized. (Est $100-150)

36

Philatelic Supplies

564 USA Scott National Album to 1983 - used, No BOB, ornate cover, no stamps but many 

mounts added or left in when album was stripped. Still nice to add your duplicates or 

start a USA collection. No back of the book pages. Still very nice condition. (Est $30-40)

14

565 Historic France Brimont Albums 1900-70 - Desirable historic albums published by Pierre 

De Brimont, 4 albums, used, some pages with black mounts remaining, pencil marks. 

Rarely seen albums. Unsure if complete since pages are somewhat in disarray. Some 

wear on binders, but still in very good condition. Proceeds from the sale of this lot go 

to American Philatelic Society. (Est $150-200)(shipping wt 19#)

75

566 United Nations White Ace Albums/Slipcases/Pages to 1999 - 11 binders/10 slipcases, 

pages for blocks of 4, souvenir cards, etc. Clean, apparently complete. (Est $150-

200)(shipping wt 44#)

20

567 Box of Stamp Mounts - both opened and unopened packages, many different sizes 

(strips and pre-cuts), there might be about a half dozen or so unopened packaged and 

many with just a few strips missing. High retail. (Est $50-100)

20

568 Stamp Mounts - large shoebox filled with at least 50 packages with likely around 25% of 

them unopened. Many different sizes up to Size 80. Mostly Showgard. Couple packages 

of hinges thrown in. (Est $50-100)

30

END OF AUCTION

THANK YOU FOR BIDDING!

ONLINE BIDS ACCEPTED TIL NOON DAY OF SALE

FLOOR AUCTION BEGINS AT 1PM

PHONE BIDDERS ARE WELCOME - CALL TO SCHEDULE
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June 4th

Lansing Stamp Show

Royal Scott Golf and Bowl, 4722 W Grand River, Delta Twp, MI

July 9th

Summerpex 2017

Sokol Cultural Center, 23600 W Warren, Dearborn Heights, MI

July 15th-16th

MSDA Indianapolis Show

Lawrence Park District Center, 5207 North Franklin Road, Lawrence, IN

August 12th

Allen Park Stamp Club Show

Sokol Cultural Center, 23600 W Warren, Dearborn Heights, MI

June 4th

Lansing Stamp Show

Royal Scott Golf and Bowl, 4722 W Grand River, Delta Twp, MI

September 18th

Pontiac Stamp Club Show

Waterford Recreation Center, 5640 Williams Lake Road, Waterford, MI

October 1st-2nd

Kalamazoo Stamp Club Fall show

Kalamazoo County Expo Center, 2900 Lake Rd, Kalamazoo, MI

or call Mark at 810-220-6000 or Bob at 989-600-5728

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CONSIGNING IN ONE OF OUR NEXT 

AUCTIONS, STERLING KINGBROOK AUCTIONS WILL HAVE A 

PRESENCE AT THE FOLLOWING SHOWS:
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NOTES
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NOTES
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